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consented to take ten dollars
for the carpet, which Farnham stated
he paid the Mexicans for it.
..A Strange Coincidence.
It seems strange, that if Farnham
did take this carpet from the house
of Mrs. Regensberg, that he would
place the same on the sitting room of
his own house, where it could be observed by the public at all times, as
Farnham conducted a boarding bouse
which was frequented by many people. .' The penalty In a case of this character Is not more than five years In
the territorial penitentiary.
n Father's
Footsteps ,
Followinq
The case of Territory vs. Vicente
Trujillo,. for unlawfully discharging" a
pistol in the town of Las Vegas, some
weeks ago, was tried by the court and
jury this morning and the defendant
was found guilty as charged. Vicente Trujillo, is a young man, about 20
years of age, and is the son xst Por-firi-o
Trujillo, who about ten years
ago terrorized the people of this
county, and finally met his death at
the town of Roclada, by being struck
on the head with an axe, while asTrujileep. The assassin of Porfirio
'
llo was never discovered.
pleads Guilty to Assault
Anastacio Griego was arraigned In
district co.rt this morning on an indictment returned by the grand Jury
charging him with assaulting a
frame Beneriaa Padilla wfth
a bottle. He pleaded guilty as charged and was sentenced to the county
jail for thirty days. ','
finally
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CHARGED WITH LAR-

FROM DWELLING

IS
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QUITE

A

SURPRISE

WHO HAD FOLLOWED
EXPECTED DEFEND- ANT'S ACQUITTAL

THOSE

'

CASE
'

INTERESTING

AN

TRIAL

--

BOTH TERRITORY
AND DEFENSE MADE A
HARD FIGHT

COUNSEL

FOR

"Guilty as charged in the indict
ment." This was the verdict render
ed by the jury in the cate of the Territory vs. Frederick Farnham, the
Santa, Fe brakeman,' who has been on
trial in the district court for the past
two days for larceny from the' dwelling of Mrs. Bertha Regensberg on
Eleventh street. When the clerk read
the verdict at the convening of court
this morning. Farnham, the defendant, who had expected an acquittal,
exhibited great surprise.
Story of Crime
The crime of. which Farnham was
convicted was committed on the 16th
day of July, 1908, according to theInformation eet forth in the indict-

tered the home

'
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The way E. H.
Chicago,
touch with
Harriman
keeps in
public sentiment was disclosed today
director of
by Julius Kruttschnitt,
maintenance and operation of the
Harriman roads, who says that Harriman receives each month a tabulated
report from agents In every territory
11.
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c-- CASHIER D. T. HOSKINS OF SAN
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Wisconsin
MIGUEL NATIONAL BANK
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"
"
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'
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CUMMINS

JIAtiES

PROPWAS CLERGYMAN PURCHASED
CHARGES. THAT CONGRESS
AGO
AS
MONTHS
FEW
ERTY
RUNNING THE REPUBLICAN

AN INVESTMENT.

PARTY

Reports from Chicago state that
Washington, June 11. When ' the
senate convened this morning numer Rev. Richard A. Morley, whose real
ous amendments were offered by Sen estate dealings of the past two years
ator LaFollotte, providing an advalqr-ehave attracted attention throughout
duty for specific rates on the wool
sold the Kenwood Jwy
schedule taken up for the purpose of th country, has
tel
in
the
Windy City, which he re-voting on .hem "en- bloc , as vicePresident Sherman announced. (i-C.entlpurchased, to Eaniel T. Hos
imins announced he, udlkinS. cashier of the San Miguel Na- T"l
vfin
.
- - thum tint,- fin munh lwTL
uonai .db.uk.
" . fnT
M'"
because
but.
were
vjKenMfood, - which is an eight
Tub
right
gn.
they
.p
ance committee
recommeniruojjq (story, fireproof apartment hotel builds
were wrong.
ing, la one of the finest structures of
At Z:i& ociocK tnis auer joi , ne is kind in Chicago, and contains
senate voted down a total olj;ops,nty.
elaborately furnished apart-njentfour amenJments to the tojmo -i.
of twelve rooms each. Only, a
ule offered by . Se"'
fcumical consideration ia given In the
jr
The votrv. 44
f.'.but the first deal valued the
-
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tlce of

'Italian'
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att
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of f 150,000.
facturers, to allow thlrlff
i' f The transaction whereby Mr. 'Hoe- ins, secures the Chicago property
nigner price ior wooi m
above mentioned, is simply- - an exto foreign competitors. H
levy a duty on, goods partly Litton, change of security, it taking the place
as if all wool, would give the dtltestic of the Phcenix ranch near Watrbus,
manufacturers too great an advant- recently 3old by Rev. Morley.

nd literally stripped it of everything
that took his fancy, Including a fine
brussels carpet, table linen, center
table, etc
Mrs. Regensberg was absent from
the city at the time her home was
looted, and upon her return, discover"
age.
ed the robbery. The case was' Im- public.
ideaV
was
Senator Warren said his
mediately placed in the hands of the
to keep shoddy goods out of the ccfyh- months
several
GRADUATES
WEST
POINT
After
spending
police.
Cummins said the senRECEIVE THEIR DIPLOMAS try. Senator
Investigating the robbery, Chief Ben
were running the republican
ators
evidence
secured
enough
Colesthe party to let eucb wool schedule go
against Farnham, who lived a few Wett Point, N, Y., June 11 At Uniout
to
of
the
commencement
exercises'
Justify
doors from the Regensbergs,
ted States military academy here to
the issuance of a search warrant.
Armed with such a warrantChief day. Secretary of War Dickinson pre- E. E. VIOLETT PEER
He
Coles visited the Farnham bouse on sented the graduates diplomas.
OF EVANGELISTS
March 2 of this year, and a search first witnessed a revle of the cadet
of It revealed a portion of the articles corps, secretary uicainBon in pre
If all reports are true, and It would
missed by Mrs. Regensberg. The ar- senting the diplomas spoke in glowing
ceem they are, judging from the
followof
the
ac
achievements
the
terms
of
rest of Farnham immediately
notices gived and he has been In the county demy, General Porter, who graduat complimentary newspaper
E. E. VIolett, who will
en
Evangelist
to
and
of
In
the
unable
army
ed
I860,
spoke
Jail since that time, being
a series of meetings In the ar
furnish a heavy bond fixed for his re- navy. Thore were one hundred three open
'
(beginning Sunday night, he is
mory,
class.
lease at the time of his preliminary members fi the. graduating
now
of
the
touring
evangelists
peer
.
bearing.
the country. Another very compliCUSTOMS INSPECTOR TELL8 '
Farnham Ably Defended.
HOW SMUGGLERS. OPERATED mentary notice concerning his work
A feature of the trial, which atFarn-bamrecently appeared in the- Blyria, Ohio!
tracted muob attention owing to
Chronicle. It reads;
11.
T.
railroad
John
local
in
Priddy,
Chicago, June
prominence
"The evangelist is mbre than meet
at
made
customs
defense
States
able
United
Inspector
was
the
circles,
the expectations of the people.
the
in
ing
a
for
his
witness
El Paso, Texas, wa6
by Attorney Charles A. Spiess,
after night the people are held
He
Night
cases
his
finished
Mr.
today..
Chinese
When
smuggling
client.
Spiess
under the influence of his
spellbound
and
Parra
closing address to the jury last night told of the capture of lose
preaching. During the
octette
the
two
of
was
it
Carlos
o'clock
Sevedera,
thought by
at 9:30
f the meeting, Evangethose preaent that Farnham would be indicted oa the charged of smuggling sixteen days
list VIolett has never opened the Biacquitted. Following Mr. Spiess' ad- Chlneses a'.' joss the boder. Priflay
his familiarity
dress. District Attorney Charles W. said the men were bringing two Chi ble In the pulpit, but
manifest in
once
made
at
ia
with
it
terRio
of
bed
the
neee across the dry
G. Ward closed the case for the
after
he
fact
that
chapter
quote
the
case
the
In
Grande.
and
up
summing
ritory,
final
Hi
ap
from
memory.
chapter
he succeeded in tearing down one by
Bible. You
is
matter
the
in
every
peal
RANCHMAN
IS
constructed
HERMIT
defenses
one the adroit
nlm
MURDERED BY BANDITS will do two things if you hear
for the defendant by his counsel.'
and
Bible
begin
read
will
your
you
all
Night
Jury Out
account with the
to
balance
11.
your
The
June
Arte.,
body
The Jury' was then instructed by
Nogales,
'
'
and
Judge Mil's and retired to consider of Edward Egan, a
was
o'clock.
10:30
The
at
brought
ranchman,
verdict
prominent
its
court gave orders that a sealed ver- here yesterday from Calabasa, twelve
dict should be returned into court miles from here, where the maa had
this mornirg. The jury spent the been- - murdered and his house robbed
balance of the night balloting. It Is by unknown parties. Egan's rifle and
said the members failed to believe butcher knife lay across hia body
the story told by the defendant and which had been, terribly slashed and
his wife a to the manner in which mutilated. The dead man lived alone.
the brussels carpet came into bis A sister resides In New York.
Paieseau, France, June ll. Wilr
possession.
Mrs. Regensberg and her daughter PANAMA MIGHT DIVIDE
liam E. Corey, president of the United
RAIN
BOUNTEOUS
IT8
positively identified the carpet found
Statea Steel corporation and his wife,
in the bouse of Farnham as their car
ho suffered serious injuries In an
pet Farnham and wife stated that Washington, June 11. May's record rutomobile accident near here yesterthey purchased the carpet from two of excavation on the Panama canal
their bom.
Mexicans who called at their home 2,896,985, cubic yards, was the small day, were seen today at
about
bruises
severe,
suffered
the
Corey
month
In
past
during
some time
January selling chick est for any
chest
bis
to
and
injuries
ens, and that they had wrapped in year. The reduced output is attribut the head
to be at bis bedthe wagon 'the brussels carpet, and ed to fewer working days and a hea His wife was able
to
reports of the ao- side.
According
asked thwn fifteen dollars for it, but vy rain fall.
i

IJAEK TWAIN JOSHES
SWEET

June

Baltimore,
cam6

OIL
11.

GRADUATES
Mark Twain

to this city yesterday to talk

to the girl graduates of Miss Timothy's School. Following Edward F.
Martin of New York, he said that as
Martin advised them what they should
do, he would advl3e them what they
should

not

do.

"There are three things, young ladies, I advise you not to do.
"Don't smoke, that ia, don't smoke
to excess. I am 73
years old, and
I have only smoked, 73 years of that
time
; "Don't drink, that Is, to excess.
"Don't marry, I mean, to excess."
,
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CARNEGIE HAS FOUNDED

1800

PUBLIC

-

well-to-do-

LIBRARIES

The current number of Colliers'
Weekly has an Interesting article in
which Andrew Carnegie makes a
statement of the number of public
libraries he has founded and the aggregate cost.
In this statement Mr., Carnegie says
that he has founded 1.800 public libraries- and these represent donations
aggregating $51,568,932. Up to and
including December 31, 1908, Mr. Car- ,

COREYS, OF, STEEL TRUST
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FAME,

.

jtyienjamtnr

standard Pullman for the trip, and the
Las Veffas Elks will be joined at
Lamy 'Junction by about fifteen mem
bers from the Santa Fe lodge, who
will make the trip to Los Angeles
with' them. The Albuquerque Elks
and Laa Cruces Elks will more than
likely Join the El Paso Elks, who will
have a special train of their own
made up of members of all the lodges
in southern New, Mexico and northern
Texas; At any rate, New Mexico will
be well represented at the grand
lodge session In the City of Angels.
The local Elks are already making
arrangements for the entertainment
members of New York lodge
No. 1, with several other herds
of r the eart, who will pass through
this city over the Santa Fe July 7 and
The visitors will likely stop here
an hour, and' perhaps longer, and
during that time they will be sbown
over the city and entertained as only
Elks can be entertained. A very handsome .Illustrated booklet of Las Vegas
will be printed and distributed to the
visitors, as a eouvenlr of their visit to
the best town in New Mexico. '
It is safe to predict that the- - New
York Elks will have occasion to long
remember their visit to the Meadow
City, for the local lodge is composed
of a bunch of "live ones."

Tp,

Jun

.1.1

.During

a tornado near here last nigra,
train on be Mexico & Orient
on
railway was blown from the track
v"-seng-

a bridge spanning the Brazoa river,
between Benjamin and Knox City.
The engine and three coaches were
precipitated into, the tKsx bed, which
fortunately was dry, which alone prevented a catastrophe. The passengers
had a miraculous escape, only one
man, J. E. Stafford, of Crowell, Texas,
In--,
being killed. Seven others were
The
none
engineer
fatally.
but
jured,
and fireman saved . themselves . by
There were few passen-gerjumping.
on the train, which was running
at .the rate of twenty milea an hour
when the accident occurred. A terrific
rain and wind storm was encountered
and as the train ran upon the bridge
a sudden gust sent It rolling over.
the coachaa falling into the river bed
but the weight of the engine held it
on the track. That more were not injured is due to the fact that the
bridge was only ten feet high at the
point of the accident. A further die-- ,
r.atch says the station at Deep Water,
Texas, was completely destroyed.
('" Town of Hamlin Destroyed
El Paso, Texas, Jupne 11. A tor
nado laat night completely destroyed
the town of Hamlin, In central Texas,
on the Kansas City. Mexico & Orient
railway, 7 miles northeast of Big
FLING OLD GLORY
are meagre, but so
TO BREEZE MONDAY Sprirgsi. Reports
far no deaths are reported, although
a number were seriously injured. Not'
The Continental congress adopted
a building cf any description' waa left
the United States flag 'on June 14,
Utanding.
1777, and to commemorate its birth
Another Town Wiped Out
day, it Bhould be the patriotic duty of
Amarillo, Texas, June 11. Meagre
every citizen to see to it that Old
received here today tell of
next
on
is
breeze
reports
thrown
to
the
Glory
the almost complete destruction of
Monday, June 14.
Every effort should be made to Leuders, Texas, by a tornado last
have the flag float from every school night. So far as knowm four persons
house, whether the school ia in sess- were killed. The, vlctlma are all memion or not, and from all public build- bers of the family of A. Golurp. The
father and three children were killed
ings 'on that day.
citioutright when the Golurp home was"
has
all
been
It
requested that
zens should display the flag at their wrecked, and Mm Golurp and brother,
A. Anderson, were
fatally Injured.
homes and their business places.
Besides wrecking all the buildings In
its path, the tornado also killed many
BALLOON UNIVERSITY CITY
WINS NATIONAL RACE head of live stock. A heavy hall accompanied the wind. At Merkle, a vilNew York, June 11. The balto, lage near Leuders, three buildings
University City of St Louis, wltli away but no deaths are reported at
John Berry and John McCullough Merkel.
aboard. Is the winner of the National
A marriage license waa Issued at
balloon contest which started at In
offithe
county clerk's office this morning
The
last
dianapolis
Saturday.
cial report ebows this- balloon travel to Jose Laclo Gomez and Augastlan
ed 3S2 miles, 'landing six miles south Sandoval, both residents of Cananada
dc Aguilar..
of Fort Payne, Miss.
si

of-th- e

'

heart-searchin- g
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JUVENILE COURT JUDGE
VALKS TO CONFERENCE TOWN, OF" HAMLIN, TEWS, w
ORIENT RAILWAY WIPED OFF,
Buffalo, N. Y., June 11. Today's
MAP BY TWISTER
sessions of the annual conference on
charities and corrections opened with
y
an address by Judge William H.
INHABITANTS ARE SPARED
of the juvenile court of Washing-tori-,
D. C. At the general, session of
the conference, John Koren, an expert STORM GENERAL THROuenuui
CENTRAL PORTION OF LONE
special agent of the U. S. Census
bureau, read a report from the com
STAR STATE.
mittee on statistics 'of which he is
chairman.
.
Kansas City, June 11. A destruc
Texas
tive tornado swept central-wes- t
LOCAL ELKS GOING
in
ruin
death
and
last night, leaving
ruined
storm
crops
The
TO LOS ANGELES its wake.
to the extent of thousands of dollars
the twister, a terrific
lLas Vegas Lodge No. 408, B. P. O. and following
for half an hour.
Elks, is going to let the people of hail storm prevailed
Los Angeles know they are on the The tornado was most pronounced
map at the reunion of this great1, fra- along the line of the Kansas City,
ternal order, which meeta in Los An- Mexico & Orient railway, , between
geles the middle of July.
Texas. As a
and thirty Elks Knox City and Benjamin,
Between twenty-fiv- e
telegraph
railroad,
the
of
storm,
result
cf this city have already signified
their intention of making the trip to and telephone communication is badly
the coast, and it is expected this interrupted and only meagre reports
numter will be- - swelled to perhaps of the damage done have been receiv- tty by . the"tis5 set; for leaving,
De-lac-

PLEA ONLY CHANGE OF SECURITY

1

June

TORNADOES

SELLS BIG

y

KEEPS INFORMED

EDITION.

negle says he erected In the United
959 library buildings with 208
branches at a cost Qf $34,875,745. One
of - these bMldings is the , Carnegie
library in tliis city, the money for its
building having been donated to Las
Vegas by Mr. Carnegie.. In England
and Wales Mr. Carnegie eays he has
erected 329 library buildings at an aggregate coat of. $7,859,550.
The article In Colliers' Weekly is
interesting, especially to the people
IN-VAIof Las Vegas who have a handsome
library building through the generosity 'of Mr. Carnegie.- There are several of these library buildings in the
TRAIN
SENATE BY VOTE OF 44 TO 32 REAL ESTATE PLUNGER DISPO- southwest, but tbose who have seen SPEEDING PASSENGER
INTO
BRIDGE
FROM
BLOWN
Ses of $300,000 apartment
them all say, that the Las VegaB
DOWN HIS ,
. TURNS
RIVER
building is the handsomest of the en;
house.
AMENDMENTS
;
tire lot. of Carnegie library bui'dings
In this, part of the country.
7 INJURED
ONE
KILLED;
MAN
OWNER
NEW
VEGAS
A
IAS
BUB
CHANCE
NEVER

--

ROW RARR1MAN

number of newspapers favorable, .the
number unfavorable, and the character of their criticismst Quotations are
also Bent from the. principal writings
concerning Harriman. It la stated that
Harriman regards these reports as val- uabic m aiding mm 10 aeteci Miction between the railroads and the

of Mrs. Regensberg,

JUNE

FRIDAY,

States

's

.

Try One In Th
Optic
And Be Sure.

i

IN AUTO ACCIDENT
,

cident the chauffeur was a man of
limited experience. He lost control of
the machlns, which crashed Into a tree,
burying the occupants under the wreck
age of the machine which was overturned. Mrs. Corey extricated ierself
ind with the aid of peasants rescued
Corey. The first news of the accident
t
reach this city was that botS bC
them had been killed, and this
caused great excitement

'
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DEO

PRINTER INVENTS NEW
RAILROAD

HAS NEW FORTUNE

DANGER SIGNAL

W. J. Ashley, a Denver printer, liv agent at Chicago. This is a new po
Ing at 2122 Vraln Street, has about' sition" created for Mr. Morrison. Mr.
completed a railroad danger signal Morrison was formerly connected with
- which he claims will go far toward the Topeka passenger offices.
Superintendent J. M. Kurn return
putting an end to railroad wrecks.
ed
f pom Ruton yesterday in hia priv
worked
It is a danger' signal"
ate
car, accompanied by M. R. Wilwire
a
running
through
alongthe
track, and the Inventor claims that liams, superintendent of bridges and
any danger on track, such as a wash buildings, Headmaster Jack Elliott
out or a cavein, may be discovered and B. H. Newlee, resident civil engi
a neer.
by the crew of the train through
H. E. Terrell of Colorado, will suc
on tha train operated by means
ceed C. A. Gaffney as cashier at the
of the wlra.
It is also claimed that an operator Santa Fe lallway depot In Albuquercan recall a train after it has left' his que; L. E. Cook will succeed J. J.
station by means of the device, thus Duffy as warehouse foreman; J. F.
putting an end in a great measure to De Shong has succeeeded G. W. Te
accidents caused by improper orders. cum as general yardmaster, and other
It is claimed that the new device can changes are to be announced shortly.
J. W. K.jndrlck, second vice presi
be Installed at a comparatively small
cost and tnat it will do more to pre- dent, and C W. Kouns, general manvent wrecks than the block signal ager of the western lines of the San
A
ta Fe system, and George Starkweath
system.
er, superintendent of the Eastern
RAILROAD 'NOTES.
Railway of New Mexico, arrived at
Carlsbad in a special and spent one
"W. W. Smith, of the resident
corps, returned from Trini- day in looking over the Carlsbad
s ';
project. JThey were taken , out in a
dad yesterday,
Conductors Bunlc and Block have big touring car to the Carlsbad
returned to Belen after a few days' springs, the flume, the Avalon dam,
and were also shown the farming disvisit to their families in Raton.
James McFarland has come to town trict around Carlsbad.
y
Thus far thirty-fiv- e
New Mexico
from La Junta and accepted employment as a Boilermaker in the local business men have signified their intention of joining the party which will
shops.
Conductor Harry Clevenger has "re- go from this territory to the seventurned (from Albuquerque and Is teenth national irrigation congress in
again running a local freight train out Spokane next August, provided satisfactory arrangements can be made
of this city.
George Connors, depot baggage- for a train. Of these eighteen are
man at Lamy, arrived in the city yes- from Albuquerque and it is expected
terday from Denver, enroute to his that the number from that city will
reach thirty Just as soon as definite
post of duty.
Four men went down to Belen from information is obtained as 'to rates
this city last night to handle the con- and train errangements. How many
gealed luxury for the Agua Pura com- Las Vegans will be numbered among
'
the lot?
pany at that icing station.
Two freight crews were put out of
Women Who Are Envied.
service here yesterday, the unfortunate conductors being J. W. Wells and Those attractive women who are
James Dougherty, with their crews, lovely in face, form and temper are
Marion Stewart, who is now "road the envy of many, who might be like
foreman of engines between La Junta them. A weak,' sickly woman will be
and Newton, departed from this city nervous andirrltable.
Constipation or
yesterday for his new field of labor. kidney troubles
how In pimples,
Conductor Harry L. Creswlck came
blotches, skin eruptions and a wretchin yesterday from attendance at the ed
complexion. For all such, Electric
big O. R. C, convention in Boston Bitters work wonders.
They regulate
Oklahoma.
in
farm
and a visit to the
Uver and kidneya, pu'lfy the
Conductor Deubler and Engineer P. stomach,
sig-nal-

ongi-neerin- g

.

.

--

,'"

a trals

of

ox 76

.
empty coal cars
Winai
yesterday destined to the Hebron
V
branch.
Brakemen Woodford and Finch of
the second district, have called for
their time checks and cashed them.
'
The former goes to Raton and the
later to Punblo.
Conductor R. F. Hayai has fully recovered from his late indisposition
and is again performing road duty,
bumping Conductor S. M. Bowen back
to a freight run again.
Brakeman David Hazel, of
crew
Charley Oder's passenger
.
on a limited train, got off here this
morning and Brakeman A. F. Youngs- ton got on in his place.
A meeting of stockholders of the
New Mexico Central railway Is to be
held at Santa Fe on July 17, for the
1
purpose of electing directors and the
transaction of other business.
E. H. Hemus, chief claim adjuster
for the Santa Fe company, arrived in
'
Las Vegas from Topeka yesterday
i afternoon. He is secretary and trea- surer of the association of railway
v claim agents.
Switch engine 2012 was taken to the
Raton shops from this city yesterday
for needed repairs. Engineer "It. iL
Beck was at the throttle and.
tor L. D. Leeper caught orders at tel- "
egraph offices.
of
V. C. Proctor, superintendent
. E. BalL di- and
construction
bridge
vision engineer of the Albuquerque
division of the Santa Fe Coast lines,
were at Albuquerque attending ta
business matters.
Brakeman F. A. Boone has f esumed
in Conductor
his passenger run
Rhodes' craw, relieving Brakeman P.
E. Keeney, who is now a uniformed
lieutenant for Captain W. J. Fugate
on the nor;h end.
F. M. Murphy, the prominent and
wealthy citizen of Arizona, who is an
official of "he Santa Fe, Prescott &
Phoenix, went east through Las Vegas on No. 10 yesterday afternoon,
traveling in a private car and accomparty.
panied by
The Zuni Mountain Railroad and
camp No. 0 of the American Lumber
company, near Kettner, McKlnley
county, N. M, are Idle on account of
a strike among the employes caused
f
by dissatisfaction with the board furnished at the company's boarding
house.
A. P. Marrifon, who for several
years has held the position of chief
clerk to W. J. Black, passenger traffic manager of the Santa Fe, has been
appointed assistant general passenger
Vh
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-

(

V

.

'
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VALLEY SCOtTY-

bloode .BtrffwaJh- -

for

WAN-I-

Successful
SALESMAN WANTED
Gasoline Light Salesman, InstantaDeath Valley Scotty, he of special
neous gasoline lighting a thorough
train fame, and Incidentally well resuccess no alcohol torch, matches
membered ty Las Vegans when sevor time wasted. We have more
worlderal years ago he attracted
new ones a 1000 C. P. store light,
wide attention by his wild ride over
a 1000 C. P. street arc light, 600 C.
g
the Santa Fe to Chicago in
p. light for commercial or borne
time, is again in the lime
use. Exclusive territory given resScotare
true
all
if
and
reports
light
Gloria Light
ponsible agents.
ty is the possessor of a new fortune.
402 Washington BoulevCompany,.
bf
Incidents
Without repeating the
ard, Chicago, III.
his lurid career, with which everyone
is familiar, it may be stated that after
WOMAN
Good cook, wants place.
a lapse' of a year or so, during which
at
J 21 Railroad avenue.
Apply
he made no flaming footprints on the
sands of time, Scotty has turned up WANTED A
girl to do housework;
again in his old haunts. The Gold- - - good wages to the right party. Ap-- '
field Tribune states that he made his
ply at 1027 Sixth street
tf
appearance in Lida recently with a
bank roll as big as a stovepipe and WANTED One torse or a team of
horses, weight about 1000 or 1200
plenty of determination. Just exact
ly where he expects to go or just
pounds, not over 9 years old.
J.
M. Ackeman, 124 Commerce St.
from Is an
exactly where he "comes
other question, and ' he remains just
WANTED
A waitress at the Mer- as much a mystery as ever.
chant's Cafe.
Not so many moons ago the papers
of the east published first page stO'
MEN LEARN
BARBER
TRADE
rles concerning the fact that "Scotty"
Short time required; ' graduate
was down :md out. But just the same,
earn $12 to $30 week.' Moler Bar- Scotty turned up at Lida ihis week
at the camp of the New Centennial ,.ber college, Los Angeles.
company. .George Bever, one;' of the
FOR RENT.
heavy stockholders of the Centennial,
says that jpon hia invitation Scotty FOR.. RENT One 7 room
house, and
spent a night with them at the camp,
"one 5 room house, 920 Gallinas.
and that upon undressing ifor the
night he took.froin his pocket 'a
For. Rent Seven room brick house,
bunch of bills as large as a man's 811 Main St. Inquire 822
Douglas.
arm, and tossing, them to him. re
marked: "'You sleep on those: I use FOR REN I" A new nlano rtiean .n
Slain 339.
my coat for. a pillow.'
Mr. Bever says Scotty could not be.
Induced to f.ay anything about where FOR RENT Four room brick cottage cheap, inquire La Pension
he had be m,. or where he was going,
hotel.
but that he was provided "with funds
could not he denied, and ;from the FOR-REFurnished rooms for
drift of the conversation had with
light
housekeeping;
electric lights
Mr. Bever, he is to soon return to
and bath. 710 Grand ave.
that mysterious spot in DeathValley
from which he is supposed to have FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
extracted so much wealth during the
light housekeeping. M. Howell, 721
last three years.
Fourth:
"
He disclosed nothing about his future plans except to say that he OR RENT
cottage, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.
would again begin to bring in
stuff from his mysterious mlife b(estef
that
to fight shy of Gold-fielFOR SALE.
fhel
since his reception tjere had
FHa(SALE MorfMii stallion, 4
'
not been the warmest.jeara
Two months ago the papers of 4eniana weighing about .1,309 ihg.
rgam to the purchaser. Inquire
Kentucky, 'n discussing a visit of the ,hls
Death Valh:y man, spoke of hia as.ierc wiuiay ac Havens'.
dead brok v and in other stories ftol
SALE 1000 pounds amber cane
or his intention to go to somej
o. Box 672
l'ufed, addressp.
!
?
v- --r
in South Dakota and bsn,

Public Sale
Without reserve to the highest bidder.

Saturday June 12th. at 2 P. M,

record-breakin-

Mrs. Green'sEanch directly north of

San-

and' Castle High School. The
following property of S. B. 'Drinkhouse:
atorium

Durham and 2 Jersey Milch
Cows, Bain Wagon, Cyphers
1

7

Incubator,

Wheelbarrow,

Babcock milk tester, milk Pails
and Bottles, rubber Boots,
Coat, Hat, and Gloves, wood
Stove, farm Tools, Scales, etc.

.

,

W. O. ROBINSON
Anctioneer.

,

NT

fc

IiiiBiiii Rates

g i?

East

Daily June 1st to Sept 30th, Inc. 1909.

Faro For the Hound Trip.

Pueblo, Colo.
Colorado Springs
Denver

Kansas City,
St, Louis
Chicago,

'
.

$13,70
..$10,60
$31.30

Mo

...$40,30
$46,30

. .

Final return limit October 31st 1909
For information regarding other points,
stops overs, Ect, please enquire at
ticket office.
D. L. BATCHELOR,
'

,

'

Agent.

6--

31$"'

IT This appearance mfer the kltcV
fively " compi lonTaay thinning
in Lida, with a roll of bills wtfsfaction1 r
women owe their health and beauty to
Jncn Co.. La Cueva N. M.
Is described as big enough to taeij
I
them. 60c at all druggists.
any man wonder, and announced Vna
o- o""" "o uovr.
.LJ
Intention
to return to his old haunts
lfrFifth street
Prosperity has ruined ,j more men In
the Valley of Death to dig gold,
than adversity, yet there probably
newspapers for sale at The Op
Isn't a man on earth who wouldn't be
office. 10 cents a bundle.
to
it.
chance
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the Best
willing
... on the Market
he man who closes his eyes to hia
If You Are Worth (50,000 Don't Read
"I have osed Chamberlain's Cough j&wn faults Is like
the ostrich that
This
Remedy and find it the best cn the juries Its bead, in the sand and
imag
This will not interest you if yon are market," says. E. W Tardy, editor of
ines no one can see it.
worth fifty thousand dollars, but it you The Sentinel, Galnsboro, Tenn. "Our
are a man of moderate means and can- baby had scleral colds the past winter
You Never Can Tell
not afford to employ a physician when and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy al Just
exactly the cause of your rheuyou have an attack of diarrhoea, you ways gave it relief at once and cured matism, butVou know you have it. Do
will be pleased to know that one or it in a short time.' I always recomyou know that Ballard's Snow Lini
two doses of Chamberlain's Colic and mend it when opportunity presents it ment will cure it?
relieves the pai- nDiarrhoea Remedy will cure it This self." For sale by all dealers.
reduces the swelling and, limbers the
remedy has been in use for many
and muscles so that you will be
' He makes, a hit with me,
re joints
as active and well as you ever were,
years and is thoroughly reliable.
Price 25 cents.
For sale by all marked the bat as the champion Price 25c, 50c and $ JO, Center Block
dealers.
slugger of the team faced the oppos Depot Drug Co.
'
pitcher.
ing
The ' world is full of sunshine,
Wigg "He has a job as the India-whereat thj awning manufacturer re
A Wreck
rubber mail in the dime museum.
joices.
is the only fit description for the man Wagg "I tnought he walked with an
ory woman who la crippled with rheu- elastic tread?''
Rev. I. W. Williamson's Letter.
matism. Just a few rheumatic twin
Rev. I. W. Williamson, Huntington, ges may be the forerunner of a severe
Trouble Makers Ousted.
W. Va., writes: "This is to certify attack stop the trpuble at the start
Whn a sufferr from stomach trouble
that I used Foley's Kidney Remedy with Ballard' Snow Liniment. Cures takes Dr. Kings New Life Pills he's
for nervous exhaustion and kidney, the rheumatism and all pain. Price
mighty glad to see his dyspepsia and
trouble and am free to say that tt will 25c, 60c and $1.00. Sold by Center
indigestion
fly, but more is he tickled
do all that you claim for it." Foley's Block Depot Drug Cat
over his new, fine appetite, strong
Kidney Remedy has restored health
The man who sympathizes with the nerves, healthy vigor, all because
and strength to thousands of weak,
liver and
now work
under
dog doesn't always stop to con stomach,25c at all kidneys
run down people. Contains no harmdruggists.
right
ful drugs and is pleasant to take. O. sider that the under dog may have
G. Schaef
t
and. Red Cross Drug Co. begun the fight
It sometimes happens that a bald- actor has a good part
headed
' When the wife's
"The good die young," quoted the
away the badly
trained husband will play if he can Wise Guy. PYes; especially the good
Sore Nipples
few congenial spirits willing resolutions," snickered
find
the
Simple
who has had experience
(
mother
Any
to take a hand.
Mug.
with this distressing ailment will be
pleased to know that a cure may be
effected by applying Chamberlain's
Salve as soon as the child is done nur
There ii one man in the United States who hat perhaps heard
Wipe It off with a soft cloth besing.
mora women's secrets than any other man or woman in the
fore allowing the babe to nurse. Many
country. These secrets are not secrets of guilt or shame, but
the secrets of suffering, and they have been confided to Dr.
trained nurses use this salve with
R. V. Pierce in the hope and expectation of advice and help.
results. For sale by all dealers.
best
That few of these women have been disappointed in their ex
per cent, of
pectations is proved by the faot that ninety-eitfall women treated by Dr. Pierce have been absolutely and
Female bandits ought to be able to
record would be remarkable if the
altogether cured. Such
hold- up trains.
. Cases, treated .were numbered by hundreds only. But when
that record applies to the treatment of mora than half-a- - million women, in a practice of over 40 years, it is phenomenal.
A Card. ,
and entitles Dr. Pierce to the gratitude accorded him by women, as the first of
Is
This
to
that all druggists
certify
specialists in the treatment of women's diseases.
are authorized to refund your money
Every sick woman may consult Dr. Pierce by letter absolutely without
charge. All replies are mailed, sealed in perfectly plain envelopes, without
If Foley's Honey and Tar falls to
any printing or advertising whatever, upon them. Write without fear as with-- .
cure your cough or cold. It stops the
out fee, to World'a Dispensary Medical. Association, Dr. R. V. Pierce, Prest..
.
Buffalo, N. Y.
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
pneumonia and consumption. Con
DJl. PIERCE'S FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION
no opiates. The genuine Is in
tains
3VIj-1-a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
JSiclx.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
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Women's Secrets
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8 Good Bargains for Thursday,

Friday and Saturday,

D

ONT miss this opportunity the values are genui
ne the goods fresh from the market.

$1.50 Parasols, la all shades and new hand
les, fust the thing for these warm
s

days.

Special, $ 1,25, '

$175 Waists of which we hare received a
new assortment, bare been put
on sale at $1.19.
.

'

Pres de Soie petticoats in all colors, worth
"
$2.25 on sale for three
,
days at $1.89.
2 piece House Dress well tailored, in neat
'

patterns, bargain at $1.75.
cial, $1.35.

Spc

35c Veilings in all Meshes, 25c.

Just received a new line of wash belting
35c grade.

Special, 20c yd.

-

,

Weals, women Strong,

Women Well,

r

$11.90

.

HI

;

35c Emb, Buster Brown Collars, 25c.
$1.25 Thomson & Royal Worcester Corset
the latest models, $1.00.

v
LAS VEGAS DAILY, OPTIC,
New Mexico, Texas and Oklahoma.
Mrs. Cook had been absent from that

'Qualification
for compounding
comes from long

; :

;

i

,

V

care; f

experienceV

'

3
;

training atid
the means for
selecting drugs of
the, best quality.
Our facilities, our
equipment, our
experience,' and
a complete stock
of "all drugs and
chemicals espful:

ecially

invite,

your prescription. Trade here.

WINTERS DRUG CO.
Telephone Main 3

a

'j BRIDGE STREET

city about two months, and returned
very much improved In health,
t Frank
Revell, the carpenter, has
returned to the J. K. Martin shop from
Hermit Lodge; at the Baker mlnlrtg
camp, 'whei'a he 'hkd been employed
ct his trade for nearly eight months.
Rafael Martinez, who was formerly
Bacharach Bros, in thla
employed
city, but has lately been in the employ, of. Will Rosenthal at his furniture store in Tucumcari, has returned
here from that place.
,
E. C. de Baca, of La Voz del Pueblo, reached home from La Ltendre
ranch last evening, whither he had
been, accompanied by his little son,
and this morning Mrs. Baca gave
birth to a female heir.
T. J. Walton the hotel keeper at Mora, got an early start from home this
morning, and met his sister, Mrs. A.
J. Hall, at an afternoon train here
today, She resides at 613 Brooklyn
avenue, Kansas City, and visits Mr.
Walton and family Indefinitely.

Deuel drove home to La Cue--v- a
ranch today.
Bart Rhodes is visiting his former
'
'
.tome in Trinidad.
hotel
J .L. Reeder is at the Central
'
"from Hoboken, N. J.
;
'
O. C. Long is a business visitor
;
from San Francisco today.
G. G. Garcia registered from
St
Louis at the Castaneda today.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Strass came
home from Watrous last evening.
Otto Lange was an Incoming passenger from Watrous this afternoon.
Clemehte Padilla returned to Mb
home here today from a visit to Santa
Fe.
Earl Herzog' has returned to the
city, after an absence of many
months.
U. S. Attorney David J. Leahy went
across the Glorletas to Santa Fe this
afternoon.
Horace Wright Cook and ' A. F.
Prescott are among the Chicago people in town today.
William Green is quartered at the
Eldorado hotel from Watrous; D. M.
Martinez from Roy.
Dr. R. J. Blanche, the veterinary
surgeon, reached home from the lower country this afternoon.
Domingo Hays Is transacting business in town and city today, from his
ranch at Apache Springs.
N. P. Sund, the carpenter, came to
town this afternoon from his land
claim near Wagon Mound. '
Alf. Long boarded a night : train
for Wagon Mound, thence " speeding
to the ranch by automobile.
Mrs.- J. Daniels, who had been visiting friends, in Las Vegas, got away
this afternoon for her home in Adair,
Iowa.
Mrs. M. S. Raynolds, a siater-in-laof Jefferson Raynolds, left for her
home in Canon City, Colo., this afters
noon.
.
is"
connected
who
R. C. Saunders,
with the Santa Fe Railway company,
Is here from Topeka today in his. official capacity.
Attorney. H. G. Coors, jr., wil! go
to Clovis, N. M., in which town he
will practice his profession and no
doubt do welL
H. W. Gxrberson, a New Yorker
who is largely interested in the Baker
mining properties, is down town from
the mountains today.
Edward G. Wedman is in the city
today from the Phoenix farm near
Watrous, accompanied by T. W.
'
of Montrose, Colo.
Miss Nora Morrlssey, a trained
nurse, came home this afternoon from
Shoemaker, near which place she had
been employed a number of week.
H- - C. Smith, buyer and city salesman fop Gross, Kelly & Co., ha gone
on a business trip toMora, accompanied by a party. They win" be absent
from the city three days.
J.L. Zimmerman, C. E. and party
have gone to land north of Watrous
to do a big Job of surveying. It will
likely require a fortnight for them to
.
complete It.
a dancing master,
W.
M.
Cain,
Prof.
left for Walsenburg, Colo., this afternoon, intending to return here July
15 and open a dancing academy in
1
Rosenthal hall.
Mrs. Jones, a former city' school
teacher In Las Vegas, arrived from
Denver this ' afternoon and is the
guest of Mr Chas. A. Spiess, on Hot
Springs boulevard.
are here
Mrs. Tylsr and
on mat-4r- s
today from Roy, Mora county,
connected with the estate of her
deceased husband. They drove in
.
from the town of Mora.
merchant
a
prince
Daniel Cissldy,
of Cleveland, Mora county, is in the
city today, accompanied by Tito
county treasurer and
collector over there,
seMrs. M. Josephine Cook, grand
ColoSisters
of
nior of ths Pythian
from Jin exrado, returned to Pueblo
tour
throughout
tended automobile
D. C.
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The Corpus Christl parade
Sunday will be larger than is
the case.

'
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President
SPRINGER, Vies President

$17.95

Att

o

with

2

inch Posts.

2

inch Continuous Pillar.

Specials
R.ig
for the $29.50

OFFICE WITH

1 MlJ
JIT,
Just received a swell line of
Couch Covers and Portiers.
$10.95 for a Heavy Brussels
College Men In Public Offices.
Rug. Size 9 x 11 feet ' worth
New England, with
$l5.oo.
of our. continental area and about one- $10.35 for 9 x 12 feet Hodges fourteenth of the total' population of
,

.

2

Sain Miguel National Bank.

.

r

o

Las Vegas Savings Bank

Heavy
Smith's Rugs. Size, 9'

;

o

Thieves don't bother banks much in these days of burgler-proo- f
vaults. The first way leaves the money idle and useless.
The second sets it to work to earn more. Think it over.

$22.85 for a $29.50 Brass Bed

with

O

THE LA.S VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

-

.

1

tution like:

WALtr PAPER

.

,

.

WALL PAPER

.

:.

Fibre Rugs, well worth $14.50.

M

Big Reduction in Prices at

newly-appointe- d

1

s

Richard A. Irwin, administrator of
the estate of th4 late Wm. K. Irwin,
has brought a foreclosure suit in the
Mora county court against Adolph
Lange of Watrous, wherein plaintiff
prays for judgment
against the
defendant for the sum" of $603.00, interest, costs, and attorneys' fees on
account of n certain promissory note
given by the defendant on April 11,
1908, for, the sum of $603.00 and payable to the plaintiff one year after
date with Interest at therate of ten
per cent per annum from date until
paid, also to foreclose a certain mortof Sec. 3,
gage deed on the S. E.
Twp. 23 ., It 18 Ev and containing 160
acres of land, being situate in the
county of Mora, given to secure to
plaintiff the payment of said note.
1-- 4

J

the states and territories, has schooled
s
the president,
of his cabinet and four of the
first assistants. It may be added that
Henry Clay Ide, the new ambassador
to Spain, is a Dartmouth man; and,
which is to
forecasting the honor-ro- ll
be headed by
Eliot of
Harvard, it seeems t safe to assume
that New England colleges will figure
as largely and brilliantly in the diplomatic as in the executive appointments. As for the Judiciary, in which
changes are bo few that It seems ungracious to previse any, one may
surely point with pride to the fact that
s
our colleges provided
of
the present supreme court of the
United States the chief justice being
a graduate of Bowdoin and Yale being
represented by one and Harvard by
two associate justices
four-ninth-

surpttorj'

C. H. Soprleder,
the real estate
agent, is Jn receipt of a letter. from
Chris Wlegandj of this city. It was
written at Frankfort, Germany, May
and' Mrs.
28, and stated that Mr.
Wlegand would leave that city the
next morning for Strassbury, thence
going by epsy stages to Gothard, Venice, Florence, Rome and Genoa,
They are in "excellent health and
spirits and are enjoying their trip
abroad Immensely.

O

o
o
o
o

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

for a $22.50 Brass Bed

.

i

D.

THERE ABE TWO WATS

-

g

ega

C50,GOO.GO O

of saving. One is to hide money up the chimney or in the
clock. Thieves know all such schemes and know just where
to look, The other way is to open an account with an insti-

John Hendrickson, a farmer residWINNING DISTINCTION
ing near Watrous, has made application in the district court here for
The following clipping from1 a South
naturalization papers. He Is a native
Carolina
newspaper has1 reference
of Nyakarleby, Finland, and ImmiO. Schultz, formerly
to
In
William
to
1899.
this country
partly
grated
of Las Vegas, and whose mother still
The county commissioners, who resides hero, but who is1 now happily
had been sitting as a board of equal- married in Pittsburg, Pa., in which
ization all week, adjourned at noon city he is a member of an orchestra
today to June 18. On that date they that has already, attained & national
will take up the bridge proposition reputation. Mr. Schultz studied music
between the town and the city of Las In Germany, four years, graduating
'
at the head of his class':
Vegas, spanning the Gallinas river.
"The number with which the even
F. J. Gehting has been awarded the ing opened, the overture to Roj- jii's
plumbing contract in the addition be William Tell,, took not a few
ing built to the H. W. Kelly residence, audience by surprise. The tfcfoA 'e
.
. ?
',
825 Sixth. street; also he is putting irom 11.1xnis ml.
xjiie la very luuiiutu yv
a tin roof on the Trinidad Romero rausic lovers, but the earlier paje
property on the south side of the the overture, consisting of Ihe i4' grj
' " ale, the torm sees a p.nd iT
plaza.'
umn v rwaa w u xi 11 1
t
Report comes from Berkeley, Cal., In the interpretation gl
,
i
that Ed L. Hamblin who,, is staying be somewnat of a
at a hotel In that city with his fam- many who were familiar with Ki In
ily, has been pronounced Incurably 111 speaking of this number, allusion
of paralysis. Mr. and Mrs. ' Hamblin must be made to the glorlons effect
and - children resided In Las Vegas given the difficult and Important parts
for many years and their friends here assigned to the flufllte and oboe;
deeply regret the great affliction that puch beautiful strains are rarely beard
In this part of the country' and
has come upon them.
Messrs.
Saudek and Schultz, who pror
"
Reports from the eastern end of duced them, are beyond question arSan Miguel county are to the effect tists of the nicest executive abllfty.
that sheep and cattle are dying and As encores the orchestra played Sudes-si'crops have begun to suffer .for the
"Petit Pas" and Ole Bull's Imwant of thn rains that the clouds pressions of a Swedish' Sunday," in a
have been promising. However, the very acceptable fashion."
downpours Lave gone around this 'and
other sections, and visited other part
SUIT IS
FORECLOSURE
abundantly, notably in Mora county.
FILED IN MORA COUNTY
The Hindoo seer, who has been tell-'Jifortunes and also breaking Into
Jail at Trinidad, iclt that city for Raton and other New. Mexico cities, early ing hie uage of parrots and en armful of small white dogs. He may, In
his wisdom, conclude to steer clear
of Las Vegas, having perhaps heard
of this city with advantage to him-self-.'
"'

SURPLUS

T. H08KINS, CasWer,
F. B. JANUARY,
Cashier.

rM. CUNNINGHAM,

FRANK.

!

'"

PAia in

C1GO.CCO.OQ

a

Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Wheeler chap
eroned a party of . children to ' Hot
Springs canyon today, the occasion
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
of the eleventh
being the observance
'"
anniversary of little Miss Edith
Wheeler.
YOUNG MAN OF MUSIC

Las Vegas Lumber Co.
Matched Patterns from 10c per roll up. Borders
the same price, excepting Ingrains and varnished
styles

WALL PAPER

WALL PAPER

four-ninth-

Cantons Guarantee Choo Gtoro
sr.
THLNEE--

Fear of Premature Burial.
The fear of premature burial, which

prompted the late Lord Burton to direct by his will that his heart should
be removed from his body, has caused
men and women to
many
order a surgical operation to be performed upon their bodies. Harriet
Martineau left her doctor 10 to am
putate her head, and Lady Burton di
rected that her heart should be
erced with a needle. The lata EH.
'.XTVrtates left instructions that Jrfw
l

I

rS

J- -

mat a lee or zu guineas
should be paid for the purpose. Liti
erary f persons, appear to have been
afraid of premature
particularly
,
burial. Bishop Berkeley, Lord

"Worthmore"

Fine Shoes for Everybody

We've jugt got in a complete stock of the famous
ll
" Worthmore"
fine 'shoes
made by
of Kansas City.; See our unique window display and
come in and get a Souvenir Style Book free.
Ellet-Kenda-

well-know- n

...

W

STYLES
15"THESNAPPY
RED
ON
PAIR"
EVERY

TAG

For men. $3.50: for women. 43.00: for children.
to $1.00. Every shoe made on honor every
sruaratiteed the price and trade-mar- k
plainly.
n every pair. If you. are looking for the
li1
hr-r- r
it is jipd.at a price that
'
-

$2.50
.

,

.vij.:indf

provesoiju5Triy7" .r
Comfort
' WORTHMORE'.'

Lyt-ton-

Hans Andersen and Wllkie Collins all took measures to protect
themselves from it.

SHIELD

HUM

- Wear - ...
A

Style

Style Kq. 375
Worthmore" BhoeRaren.ade
of ths finest, softest aud muat
durable upper leather, ui c
soles, alls: stitching, solid
heels, fast color hooks and
eyelets. They will give mor.e comfort and wear longer than any
shoe you ever wore. Ii the very latest styles for both men
and women. You need) a pair
why not today T
.

Full ii.ie f KaAiant Hosiery, the make that

wears o Well.
Thil Trd. Hark
' Arabian Horses in Ireland.
. Statu pd ou
.
...rj Pair
WLEN BLOCK, East
Vegas, H. Mm t
A live question among zoologists
has long been that of the origin of disoriental
characteristics
tinctively
among the horses of Ireland. Many
have believed that the cause was the
introduction, in historic times, of
horses from the Spanish peninsula,
possessing eastern characters. Re
cently, however, Dr. R. F. Scharft has
We are now making the finest beer in the Southwest.
Boost
examined the remains of Irish hdrses
from bogs, caves and crannogs, many home industry and telephone your orders tens for either keg or
of which he believes to have been
wild horses, and he finds that these bottle beer.
are quite as Arab In their forms as
PHONES MAIN 67, 61 and 32.
any of, the modern horses of Ireland,
and even more so. The conclusion is
that the oriental features of the modCONTEST
ern stock are the result of inheritance from an original wild stock pos(Serial No. 06603)
those
characteristics.
sessing
STAGE WILL LEAVE "ROMERO
Youth's Companion. Department of the Interior, United
MERCANTILE CO. FOR
8tates Land' Offlee--San- ta
Fe, N. It,
Preached with a Broken Leg.
April 24, 1$09. A "sufficient contest
During the recent severe weather in affidavit
having been filed In this ofEngland " Rev. Thomas McClelland,
fice
by Percy Lee Beal, contestant,
one of the organizing secretaries of
PHONE MAIN 20
the Church Missionary society, fell at against homestead entry No. 14404,
Guildford while descending a hill on made May 27, 1908, for NW 4 Sec Monday,
. ...
2:00 p. m.
his way to preach at St. Saviour's tion 33, Township 17 north, range 21
..
...........8:00
a. m.
Tuesday,.,,
church. He managed to crawl to the
east, New Mexico principal meridian
8:00
church, though considerably shaken,
a. m.
Thursday,
and rested in the vestry until the time by Peter Meyer, contestee, in which It
2:00
Friday,
p. m.
came to preach, when he succeeded In is alleged that Peter Meyer has whol
8:00
m.
more
Saturday,
abandoned
said
than
land
for
the
ly
reaching
pulpit, and gave an able
- p.
v
and impressive sermon. When the six months last past, has never esservice was over Mr. McClelland col- tablished a residence thereon and li
Returning Leave Porvenir
lapsed, and was carried to the house not now residing upon and cultlvat-inof friends. It Was found that his leg
PHONE 5174
said land as required by law.
was broken just above the ankle. - Aftare
to
notified
Said
hereby
er having the limb set, he rested a
parties
.. ..7:00 a. m.
Monday.
few days, and was then conveyed to appear, respond and offer evidence
2:00 p. m.
Tuesday".
his home.
touching said allegation at 10 o'clock
2:00 p. m.
a. m. on June 24, 1909, before Robert Thursday
A Thrilling Rescue.
......
1m UL Ross, U. S. Court Commission7:00
a. m.
Friday
How Bert R Lean, of Cheny, Wash., er at Las Vegas, N. M., that final Saturday
$;00 a. m.
was saved from a frightful death is a hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a
"A hard m.. on July 6, 1909, before the regis
story to thrlH the world.
Notice to All Whom It May Concern.
cold," he writes, "brought on a des- ter and receiver at the United States
; Notice is hereby given to all whom
M.
land
office
N.
in
Santa Fe,
perate lung trouble that baffled an exit
.
The
a
contestant
said
may concern that the undersigned.
in
having,
pert doctor here. Then I paid $10 to
$15 a visit to a lung specialist In Spo- proper; affidavit filed Santa Fe, N. was on the 12th day of April, A. D.
executor of the Is&t
kane, 'who did "not help me. Then J M May 13, 1909, set forth facts 1909, appointed
went; to California but without benefj" which show that after due diligence, will and testament of James R.
At last I used Dr. King's New Discov- personal service of this notice cannot Smith, decased. . All persons haviu?
ery, which completely cured me and be made, it is hereby ordered and di- claims against the said James R,
now I am as well as ever" For lung rected
that such notice be given by Smith, deceased, must present then
trouble, bronchitis, coughs and colds, due and proper
within the time prescribed by law.
publication.
asthma, croup and whooping cough Jt't
Record
Orch- THE PLAZA TRUST Sc SAVINGS
address
of
contestee,'
60c
and $1.00. Trial bot.
supreme
.v.:
BANK OF LAS VEOAS, N. M.
tie free. Guaranteed by all druggists. ard, Iowa.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Executor. ;'-- ,
'
n
If you read It in The Optic ifa so.
Register.
- i

las

A. He Reingriieber Brewing Co.
of Lxs Vegas.
,

During Jvino

A

Porvenir
........

1--
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PER CENT MONEY
We loan money at 5 per cent on
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST.
yearly balances on real estate secur
Letters remaining uncalled for for ity. Long time and easy payments,
with privilege of paying off before ma
the week ending June 11, 1909.
Don
Maclmiano; turity. Address Box 283, city.
Archuleta, Senor
Andrus, O. L.; Coffman, Tilden, (2);
Caughlin, Mrs. J. C; Dupuls, Mrs. C.
All changes have been taken on the
A.; Gandert Mr. Ven; Griego, Cefe-rln- seventeen jeweled Elgin gold watch
Gray, Rev. H. G.; Graves, Mrs. at the Meridian restaurant and the
Marie; Kolzer, C. W.; King, J. H.; drawing will take place Wednesday,
Morris, J. Q.; Mitchell, Charles L.; June 16. Everybody gets a prize, If
Orsuga, Manuel; Steehan, Miss Ju- if It isn't greater than a nickel cfgar.
liet;! Stryker, Chas.; Velasquez Senor Sesri; Wolferman, L.
A Vital Point
Post cards held for postage and
most
delicate part of a baby Is
The
' :
Its bowels.
Every ailment that it
Mrs.' Josle Flynt, Kendrick, Okla.; suffers with attacks the
bowels, also
Manuel Bros, La Cueva, N. Mex.
in most cases the life of
endangering
Persons caUlng ..for r. any of the
the infant. McGee's Baby Elixir cures
above win please ask tor "advertised"
diarrhoea, dysentary. and all dprauge-nient- s
letters.
of the stomach or bowels. Sold
F. O. BLOOD. P. M.
by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
5

"

'
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The annual weekly shoot of Troon
come off at the rifle range
Sunday morning at 8:30 at 500 or 600
yards. It should be borne in mind
that no experts are barred from, this

f

o

0

O

$24.95

A will

shoot

V

$2.20 for Iron Bed, fullisize;?'.
$3.65 for a full size. Bed, exactly
as cut below.
'j,,.v

Axminster
next x 12 feet.
ordi-i.aril-

FfVZ

All through the Store we are
making big reductions for June.

LOCAL NEWS.

ADDITIONAL

11, 1909
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Was Determined to Wed.
Swathed like a mummy and lying
on a cot in me runxsuiawney ira.
hospital, James Sharkey,, who a week
previous fell 90 feet from a bridge,
peeped with one eye from his bandages
and watched the ceremony that made
him a husband. Miss Bessie McLaugh
lin, daughter of Justice of the Peace
B. McLaughlin, of Somerville, was
the bride. The marriage register was
signed by the Injured man, but he bad
to Hold the pen between his teeth to
do It, making his mark. - Sharkey fell
from a railroad bridge and both arm!
and one leg were broken, his abdomen
was ripped open and his face - was
bruised almost beyond recognition, and
one eyelid split He did not lose consciousness and demanded that his wedding plans be carried out

CHAT NOT ALWAYS PLEASANT
Title That
Magazine
Suggestive
Brought Up Anything but
Memories.

Agreeable

..

Lord Northcllffe,' England's greatest
newspaper man, entered the publish-ing field at 24 with a penny weekly
called Answers. He followed Answers
up with Heartsease, Pansy and other
penny weeklies of a similar type the
type that is' Indicated by the name.
Then came Home Chat, a great success..'
reDiscussing Home Chat at the
cent Munsey dinner in flew York,
Lord Northcliffe said:
"I had fears about the name at first.
When I mentioned the name to a
he
famous Livemool ,,, humorist,
frowned and shook his head. '
"Home Chat oh, that will never
do,' said he. 'Think, Alfred, of the un
pleasant topics' it suggests! '; Home
Chat! Doesnl it call to mind a string
of such phrases as these: 'Are you go
ing to buy me a motor car or not? Sitting up with a sick friend, eh
you think that story is getting a little
stale? Jimmy's boots are worn out
I'd lore to go abroad next summer. Do
you think I'm made of money?. Well,
you needn't expect champagne and
pheasant on washday. The coal's all
gone. Mother says she will spend the
winter with us if we put a gas heater,
in the spare bedroom. The baker
won't wait another day.' "
!

Dowries In India.

The custom of extorting dowries
has grown into the very fabric of the
social life and la a standing disgrace
to the Bengali community, which has
no justification to plead or apology to
offer. The practice has now assumed
alarming proportions of parents of
boys extorting costly dowries as a
condition of marrying their sons. The
marriage of a daughter amorfg
has become an expensive affair,
and the amount In cash demanded by
the father or guardian of the boy and
of the
or guardian
paid by thefather
.
.
..
. ,
i
i,.
bride varies wun me eaucauuum ny
talnments of the bridegroom. The
Indian Daily News published a few
days ago a piteous appeal from re
spectable Hindo parents of dowerless
daughters. Indian Nation.
Ben-galll- s

...
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PROOF

'Its

OF

SENSE

OF

HUMOR

Possession by Women Shown.
Their Treatment of Phrase In
Marriage Ceremony.

1

In

Opposes Bleached Flow.
The Lancet (London) agrees fully
with the action of the bureau of chem
istry of the department of agriculture
In this country In ruling against the
bleaching of wheat flour. ."The public,"
says the Lancet, "would be well ad
vised to abandon the fallacious notion
that the whiteness of bread Is a mark
of quality. On the contrary, It nearly
always means an Insipid, unpalatable
bread, and an attractive flavor is a factor of considerable importance In connection with the digestibility of food.
The destruction of the natural color of
flour by bleaching agents synchronizes
with the destruction of Its attractive
flavor. Such tampering with the 'staff
of life' should be made illegal." ,

One of the party of English suffra
gettes that recently visited this country attended a social function, during
the course of which there was presented to her a gentleman who seemed disposed to poke fun at the principles so
her following.
dear to the lady and
'
"All this goes to show, tny dear
young lady,"said he, "how utterly you
women lack a, sense of humor.'
"I perceive yoifg share the general
error in that respect," said the suf,
fragette.
"That women lack humor? Yes."
' "Really, sirf you're most unobservant," continued the suffragette. "There
is in every married. woman's life at
least one occasion when she evinces
the keenest sense of humor."
"You astonish' me!" exclaimed the
man. "May I ask you to particularize?"
"Certainly. Does she not get by the
'love, honor and obey' part of the marriage ceremony without so much as a
snicker?"
,

.

Irish Magistrate's Way.
Nearer seven feet tall than six was
the father m the present earl of En-nlsklllen. He was a magistrate and a
mighty fox hunter. He used to come
to the "Justice room" ready dressed
for hunting quite early In the morn
ing, In order to hear cases before he
started off to the meet. His practice
was to hear the plaintiff and then
Mother's Life Saved by Child.
horsewhip the defendant, abusing him
boy, nine years old, saved for behaving in such a blackguardly
his mother from being murdered by manner. Then he heard the defendhis father in the Rue Mauzln,
ant and afterward horsewhipped the
The plaintiff. It is said that both parties
France, recently.
boy's parents, named Vienard, had left the court perfectly satisfied, each
frequent quarrels, owing to the hus- saying that the other had been horse
band's drunken habits. The other day whipped by his honor.
the man returned home In a worse
condition than UBtjal, and when his
wife i remonstrated with him .he " Alexander Thomas stole copper wire
her unconscious on the floor, m
i.i?5uted
'
sight of city brokers ostensibly to
hen, throwing himself upon her,
at Scranton, Pa. When arseized her by thehro8t..,deplaring hW get Into jail
Judge McClure he reIntention of strangling her; The lit- raignedto before counsel
have
fused
assigned him,
a
tle boy, weeping with terror, seized
and Insisted on pleading guilty. The
knife, which was lying on the table. verdict of
guilty was taken, and, as the
and. rushing at his father, inflicted t
was
contemplating
two serious wounds on his head. He iprlsoneror four gleefully
months sojourn in jail.
also nearly cut oft two fingers of the a threeMcClure blasted his
with
hand which his brutal parent raised Judgecruel words: "Sentencehopes
suspendto Save himself. The neighbors, hear- two
ed." When the prisoner turned to proing the uproar, rushed in and put 'an test against the harsh ukase of the
so
was
end to the struggle. Vienard
court he was cut short with a snappy
seriously injured by the son's attack "Get out!" He reluctantly left
that he had to be taken to the hosButtes-Chaumon-

t,

pital.
When Woman Fails.
'
Women laugh too little. Whether
this Is due to their lack of humor or
to childhood's training in gentle man-enr- s
may be questioned. Certain It Is
that a hearty laugh In a woman's
Yoice is rare music. An audience of
women rustles with amusement, but
seldom laughs. A group of girls gig
fie, but do not laugh. A woman reading the most brilliantly humorous
story seldom gets beyond a smile.
When Sir WalterBesant, In his clever
skit, "The, Revolt of Man," pictured
the time In the twentieth century
when women should have usurped all
and
power political, ecclesiastical
social he shrewdly noted that laughter had died out of England; that
when men revolted against their feminine tyrants, they came back to their
laughter. Quanah
own, with peals of
'
(Tex.) Observer,
;

DAILY OPTIC,

FRIDAY.

THE OjJE ESSENTIAL NEEDED.
Alchemttt's Formula All Correct witr
the. Exception df Trifling
Detail.
V Little
Joe Mitchell Chappie tells this one
In his magazine:
Very suggestive is the story of the
New Jersey man who felt that he had
at last invented a process for manu
facturing eggs. He experimented until he discovered the component parts
of a natural egg the mllknbrln,
phosphorus and all the rest and hast
ened to secure them. Then he announced to the druggist whom he
patronized for hla chemicals that all
he needed now to Insure success was
cold weather, when eggs would sell
for 60 and 60 cents a dozen. Decern
ber saw the looked-fo- r
period arrive,
and the inventor's new copper kettle
was set over the flame of the kitchen
gas range; the mixture was placed in
It and the scientist proceeded to operate with a blowpipe. The fibrin, the
phosphorus and t'ae rest of the chem
lcals stood it as long as they could
and then expressed their feelings In a.
the neighbors
mighty explosion
sought their cellars, while the glass In
windows and doors fell In splinters.
Discussing his failure with the
druggist and .other friends, among
them Congressman Gardner of New
Jersey, the puzzled alchemist said for
the tenth time:
"Perhaps I forgot to- include some
essential in my formula."
"Yes." said Mr. Gardner, dryly
"you did forget something."
"And do you know what It was?'
eagerly queried the experimenter,
"I certainly do," said the congress
'
man. . i
, r,
"Tell me, tell me what it is and fortune will be assured to. us both."
"A hen. Just a common, ordinary
,
hen," replied the congressman from
i.
Egg Harbor, unfeelingly.
.

A FACTORY WITH TWO RULES
Superby Which
intendent Restored Plant to
Paying Basis.
f

Method

Some years ago a

superintendent
took charge of a
factory. It
had stopped paying dividends under
the former superintendent. When the
new executive investigated he found
out why. From top to bottom that
plant was a graveyard of errors, blunders, mistakes. Dead stock was rout
ed out here', spoiled work there. Much
of It had been stowed out of sight by
men no longer with the company. The
old superintendent had worked on the
assumption, a very common one, that
efficient men make no mistakes, that
when a man Is found In error It proves
his Inefficiency, and that the thing to
do then Is to discharge him before he
can make any more. When all these
costly private graveyards had been
cleaned up (the company had paid for
every one of them), the new superin
tendent made two rules absolutely
plain to everybody in the place: .
(1) Nobody will ever be discharge
run-dow- n

JVNW
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Aray Advertisement

,

Notice ll hereby given to whom It
may conceju that the following do- scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. M. Abercromble, Anton Chico, N.
M.
,
'
One white mare mule, 13
hands high, weight about 650 or 700
lbs., 10 years old.
Branded
On .left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.

USE

To-wi- t:

PATENT FLOUR

.

.

CATTLE SANITARY

1st pub June

10,

BOARD,

Las Vegas. N. M.
last pub June 21, '09

Estray Advertisement.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Chas, Ford, Estancla, N. M.
One small pinto
mare,
weight about 650 or 700 lbs., age
about 13 or 14 years
old, with saddle
"
marks.
"
Branded
A I A
On left Lip
,n J
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITAST BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
To-wi- t:

--

n

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
E. F. Pope, Vaughn, N. M.
One small brown horse,
very small, both hind feet white.
white spot in forehead, spilt In top
of left ear.
Branded
,
On left hip
BJ'
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray wllT be sold
hy th'.s Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.''
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
J
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby grven to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Charles Yaple, Ealrvlew, N. M.
One dun horse, about 10 or
12 years old, weight about 800 lbs.,
blind in left eye.
Branded
On left hip
- Safd animal
being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
days aker last appearance of this
ent, said estray will be sold
by tf tBoard for the benefit of the
i?l5jen found.
eassw
Las Vegas, N. M.
ie 10, last puo June 21, '09

And You Will Always Have
:

THE
.S - 0OSS:-- BREAD

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By AH Dealers

Smith

con-sla-

'

it

An
was stated

g

ts

f cement, sidewalk, plastering, brick and stone work. Jess-to. Only best material used. All work guarantee
attended
promptly
All klnds

OFFICE AND YARD,

Bill.

at the West

London

that members of
police court recently
th.rt' "Victoria Swearing and Outing
club," which meets at a Hammersmith
nubile house, are fined a penny If they
swear between 1:30 and 2:30 on Sunwho is not shaved
days. Any member
on Sunday is fined a penny and a
member' who Introduces a friend is
'
tued if the latter swears

1020

PHONE OLIVE Mff.

NATIONAL AVE.

THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN

General

'

To-wl-

ad-ver- ti

HOUSE

JOBBERS OF

IVIeioligaricdLifr?

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
R. H. McDanlel, Farmington, N. M.
One red cow with white
spot on bolh hind thighs, 4 years old
Branded
On left" ribs
I
To-wl- t:

Ear mark
Said animal being

unknown to this

Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being K

to-da-y

To-wl'- .:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

4

fj

To-wl- t:

.

WAD

To-wl- t:

.

i

,To-wl- t:

I

fish-hoo-

MaJoney

Official City Contractors

To-wi- t:

Church Too Poor for Offertories.
The bishop of Bath and Wells, who
Is making a tour of his diocese, visited
one of its smallest parishes recently,
says the London Daily Mail. This is
the parish of Langrldge, which
of four farms and six or seven
cottages. The Income of the living Is
33, and the rector. Rev. W. Burland,
pays" for everything himself.
.When he entered upon the living
Mr. Burland found that the offertories
on a Sunday amounted to nlnepence
or a- - shilling, and so, as hetoexplained
hurt the
to the bishop, he declijied
.collecting
by
feelings,
people's
poor
fro in them.

.

days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
'
mm irttatnlrA aTnnA v-- -.CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
to
whom
it
j
given
inch
- Las
pby
Vegas, N. M.
khafc the following de- tia,v?""'"" - V3"
'(J
stantly for covering up one.
""'
'H n I m a 1 urn a talraii nn Itw 1st pub June 10, last pub June 21,
When anything goes Wrong In that
o!Ad "uc3tickson, Farmington, N.
the employe responsible Hu
factory
Estray Advertisement.
M.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
report3 direct to the boss. The matOne blacki cow.
ter Is talked over freely and fully. An -- Branded
may concern that the following de
error is considered valuable for the
scribed estray animal was taken np by
On right hip
Ismael Martinez, Velarde, N. M.
light it will throw on ways of avoiding
Said animal being unknown to this
One dun Mexican horse, 5
It vext time. If the employe , needs
censure (and he often does), It Is giv- Board, .unless claimed by owner on or years old, weight about 500 lbs.
July 1, '09, said date being 10
Branded
1
en reasonably and quietly. Then the beforeafter
last appearance of this addays
On left snouider
.1
incident must-b- e
forgotten by every- vertisement,' said estray will be sold
'
body. That plant began paying .divi by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
dends again in the new superintend owner when found.
.
On left hip
ent's second year, and he is now presi
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
dent of the company. Circle MagaLas Vegas, N. M.
zine.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, 'Of Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, eaid date being 10
Mother States of Presidents.
days alter last appearance of this adAdvertisement.
Estray
Don't Know When to Stop.
x
vertisement, Said estray will be sold
The native state Is often called the
It
Notice
is hereby given to whom
No person will deny that every man
of the
by this Board for the benefit
"mother state." Figuring the three
to have a work to do, something may concern that the following de owner when found.
ought
New
Ohio
and
York,
was
scribed
animal
states, Virginia,
taken
estray
by
np
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
to which he can devote his best ener- W.
It is Interesting to note that seven
J. Linwood. Raton, N. M.
Las Vegas, N. M.
and abilities. ; In. this country,
One black horse, about 12 1st
presidents were born In Virginia, six gies
we do not seem to have
pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
old.
in Ohio and three In New York. however,
years
reached that point where we know
Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Mon- when to
Branded
f fii
Estray Advertisement
The mistaken notion
:
roe, William Henry Harrison, Tyler seems to stop. that the man who acOn left hip
Notice
Is hereby given to whom it
prevail
and Taylor were born in Virginia;
Said animal being anknown to this may concern that the following de
complishes his aims must die In the
HarGrant, Hayes, Garfield,-Benjamiharness; that, like the captain, he Board, unless claimed by owner on or scribed estray animal was taken np by
rison, McKinley and Taft in Ohio, and must
stick to the ship till the last.
before July L-- '09, said date belne 10 E. E. Rogere, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
and
Roosevelt
Fillmore
Van Buren,
One red brlndle cow.
And
this
when
is
to
days after last appearance of this ad
applied
spirit
Oil
New
York.
In
City
were boro
,;
mere amassing of millions, the vertisement, said estray will be sold . Branded
the
Derrick.'
of the , On left hip
purpose, too, becomes sordid and un- by this Board for the benefit
"
.
natural. It were far better ipr such owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
British Naval Estimates.
Ear mark
persons as have gained a competence,
Las Vegas, N. M.
The British naval estimates call for and a great deal more, to retire from
Said animal being unknown to this
an expenditure of $175,713,500 during the commercial battlefield and give 1st pub June 10,' last pub June 21, '09
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
the next fiscal year. This is almost over their remaining years to rational
before July 1, '09, said date
Estray Advertisement
10
$40,000,000 more than , the United enjoyment of lifeto going about and
Notice
is hereby given to whom It days after last appearance ofbeing
this adand
will
very nearly doing good for others, if you please.
spend
States
concern
that the following de vertisement, said estray wHl be sold
may
twice the sum that Germany will described estray animal was taken up by by this Board for the benefit of the
vote to ber establishment Great
'
'
T. P. Talle, Gallup, N. M.
owner when found.
A Smart Lot of Beys.
Britain had 479 ships complete for sea
One
In
etrln
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
bay,
horse,
If
the
of
America
to
wish
boys
98
keep
149
torpedo
destroyers;
(including
face, weight 700, lbs., seven years old.
Las Vegas, N. M.
for
their
reputation
smartness,
'
in
49
they
March,
submarines)
boatsand
1st
June
10, last pub June 21, '09
Branded
must
a
puff
hustle
on
them.
get
Within
1908, and the complement consisted of
11 l I
On left hip .
the last year the boys of Japan, none
1)9,679 officers and men and 18,371 maSaid
15
over
animal
them
of
unknown
to this Nonce Estray Advertisement
years old, have turned
being
rines. New York Sun.
is hereby given to whom It
out typewriters, telephones, pianos, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
may concern that the following de
door locks, and some of the most in- before July 1, '09, said date beins 10 scribed
estray animal was taken np by
Train' Waited While Engineer Shaved. genious mechanical toys ever placed days after last appearance of this advisente vuianueva, viiianueva, N. M.
A train stopped abruptly a few miles on the, market
Most Japanese boys vertisement said estray will be sold
One sorrel steer.
outside the little station of Hergatz, in have natural skiU with tools, and by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
owner
when
found.
the
and
passengers there is now a Bhop at Tokyo run by a
IjUheiiiia, recently,
On left hip
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
alighted lo ascertain what had hap- boy in which 60 other boys are conSaid animal being unknown to this
Las
N.
M.
,
Vegas,
pened. They found the guard engaged stantly at work. A Chinese boy is al1st pub June 10,-- last pub June 21, '09 Board, unless claimed b7 owner on ot
I in shaving the engine driver, who apol most too stupid to bait a
but
before July 1, '09. eaid date beinsr 10
ogized for the delay, and explained a young Jap IS as sharp as a razor. In
days after last appearance of this adto
was
to
about
the
propose
he
that
Call up Main 2 when you have any
almost every case he works at the
vertisement, said estray will be sold
in
woman
the
refreshment
room
young
bench all dayand attends school In news. The Optic wants It
by this Board for the benefit ot the
at the next station, ana ne nad no the evening to learn the
owner when found.
English
'
time to complete his toilet before language.
'
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
The
Head
Big
starting.
Las Vegas, N. M.
la of two kind conceit and the big 1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
Bad Disease..
The Cruel World.
head that comes from a sick head;
"What did Jiggsby die of?"
If ycu desire a clear complexion
Does your head ever feel like
"Lady," whined the lean tramp In
"I understand it was a complication ache.
take
Foley's Orlno Laxative for conthe vestibule, "it's raining and blow of physicians."
a gourd and your brain feel loose
ing a tornado outside. Can't yer give
and eore? You can cure It In no stipation and liver trouble as it will
a poor man a bite a night like this?"
time by acting on your liver with stimulate these organs and thorough"Bite?" snapped the stern houseSuiting the Occasion.
Ballard's Herblne.
Isn't it worth ly cleanse your system, which is what
wife as she slammed the door. "Not a
"Myra was a typical April bride."
trying for the absolute and certain everyone needs in the spring in or"How so T"
bit of it. Why don't you go up against
relief youll get?
Center Block De- der to feel welL O. O. Schaefer and
"All smiles and a showery bouquet
the teeth of the gale?"
Red Cross Drug Co.
pot Drug Co.

..r7

;

Estray Advertisement,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
R. J. Nesbett, Estancia, N. M.
One unbroken bay horse,
two white feet, small star in foreheal,
13 hands high, 7 or 8 years old.
Branded
On left jaw
Branded
.
On left shoulder
. Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold (
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY" BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 1& last pub June 21, '06
To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
f it
Notice is hereby given to whom
may concern that the following de- scribed estray animal was taken up by
wm. Kice, Cabezon, N. M.
- i
One black horse, about 9
years old, broken to drive, weight
about 700 lbs., about 14 hands high,
solid black.
To-wi- t:

Branded

left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, eaid date being lu
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub Jane 10, last pub June 21, '09
On

-

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Nestor Herrera, Viiianueva, N. M.
One red bull,
Branded
On left ribs
i
Branded
On left hip
may-concer-

To-wi- t:

,

Ear marks

.

.

Said animal belne nnbnntm tn thi
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, eaid date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
Is Board for the benefit of the
by
ow.
Then found.
SANITARY BOARD,
"
- Las
Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10 last pub June 21, '09
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
C. F. Spader,
Bernalillo, N. M. .
One brown horse, three
years old.
To-wl- t:

On left hip

JML

One brown horse, three years old.
Branded
'
?
On left hip
'
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed
owner on or
before July l, '09. saidbydate
10
aays after last appearance ofbeing
this advertisement, said estray will be sold
W this Board for the beneat of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,

rlV"

1st pub June 10, last
pub June JL

'OJ
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ed himself as being fully ifl accord
with what Mr. Spiess had said, and
he made a motion that Mr. Spiess- be
tendered" a vote of thanks by the club

RATON WORKING HARD TO LANB
IE

JUDICIAL HEADQUARTERS

The people of Raton are making a ing on the proposition to divide the
determined fight to land the new Ju- already overburdened court work of
dicial headquarters to be established this district which includes two of
the largest, cities in the territory and
court meets at Santa Fe July 1 to
to Raton.
give a nesr headquarters
tb.3 territory for court pur- Alamogordo and Socorro are the on
poses. The citizens of the Gate City ly possible rivals for. the district
are leaving no stone unturned to fur- against Raton. Alamogoxdo has lost
ther their Interests and the Commer- a great dal of prestige by the loss
cial Club ihere Is behind the move- of population and business, and by
ment with both feet, so to speak. On the local opposition to Judge Mann.
July 1, when the supreme court meets Socorro is so hear LasCruces as to
a delegation of one hundred Raton-lte- s make a court headquarters for both
d
will make the trip to Santa Fe to Impracticable. Mr. Spiess
boost for the location of the new judi- the attention of his listeners to the
cial headquarters in the Colfax coun- fact that at present the entire northern portion of the territory is reprety metropolis.
the Commercial club of sented in these northern two districts
This we
that city held one of the best attend- and it is natural that the addition of
ed and most enthusiastic meetings In another district will be taken advant
age of .by the Judges who are most
men interested of all, to relieve the
Range, at which, prominent
spoke. Among those who put them- congested condition of these courts.
selves on record as favoring Raton as Raton has the greater right to the
the headquarters of the new judicial new headquarters. Mr. Spless pledg
district, was Charles A, Sptess, of ed his support to Raton during the
Las Vegas. Regarding the meeting coming contest for the district headmentioned the Range says:.
quarters! '
is
"Then Hon. Jeremiah Leahy next
"The Commercial Club of Raton
heartily entering Into the work of se- addressed, the meeting and express- curing the headquarters of the new
Judicial district for. Raton. .
,
"The regular meeting of the club
was held Tuesday evening at the club
rooms, and was one of the most enthusiastic gatherings held since the
of the ciud.
'There were a large number of
ananWd anil aanVi nt thorn hati snmA
suggestion as to the best means of
(Special Correspondence.)
aiding In the securing of a district
Montana, June 11. For
Culbertson,
.
headquarters for this city.
more
a man cares to travel
miles
than
"Mr. J. ran Houten presented Mr.
on
sides of this town,
all
in
a
day,
who
Chas. A. Spless, of Las Vegas,
Is being taken up
land
to
the
larghis
that
dry farming
stated
knowledge
est Interests of the county were heart by homesteaders, and ' Culbertson is
ily in favor of the proposed head- rapidly taking on metropolitan airs.
quarters for the United States court. Within two years Culbertson has acEfforts had been made for more than
quired a new hotel, several large store
two years past, said Mr. Spless f and
buildlng3 and has business blocks
the rights of Raton to demand the with many conveniences of larger
district were recognized all over the cities and the advance in real estate
territory. Mn Spless stated that he values In the last two years has made
had never In any way opposed the dis- seveial property holders on the main
trict of which Raton was to be head- street partially Independent
quarters, as It was most natural that Culbertson owes its prosperity to
a district should be created from the the
development of the surrounding
northern counties, and that Las Ve country, which Is essentially a dry
gas, should also remain the headquar- farming region.
Along the valley
ters of a district composed of coun- there are some efforts at irrigation
ties contiguous.
on a comparatively small scale, but
"Mr. Spiess stated many of the even here many of the fanners are
benefits, which should be derived from using
dry farming methods
having the' headquarters of tile dis- for conserving the moisture, having
trict here. He stated that this would found by experience that by so doing
mean an Influx of from 200 to 400 citi- they get better results from less wazens of other counties at each term ter than where irrigating has been
'
of United States court
oveidone.
commercial club has
of
Culbertson
The
"Mr. Spless stated that the judge
in the work of
much
interest
court
the
of
taken
territory
the supreme
would redistrlct the territory In ac- the dry farming congress, especially
cord with the needs of the various in the fo'inh session, which wlU be
sections, that convenience f on. the liti- held at Billings, Montana, nect Octoand will have an exhibit cf
gants as to railroad facilities and ac- ber
of this region on display
the
determine
the
crops
will
largely
cessibility,
The iX the second international exposition
location of the headquarters.
al- of dry farming products, which wlli
personal wishes of the judges will
so have touch to do with the selec- be held at Billings In connection with
It will be natural for the congress. Walter Mathews, sections made.
desire to remain at retary of the club, has taken up the
to
Mills
Jucge
co.Las Vegas with his headquarters, but matter of en exhibit and has the
Slet-te- ,
O.
I.
G.
W.
of
Tanner,
traslness
a
as
Raton
operation
the Importance of
Zeno Bruegger, I. L. Brooks, and
center and ft court center, and tne disother
district
prominent business men in aroustance of the present fourth
among the farmers in the
interest
bear
will
ing
have
great
from Las Vegas,
also-calle-

'
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You Will Need an Oil Stove1
r

.

Fted

with two

PEKfECTlURI
e

Made in three
simplicity and convenience.
Cabinet
Top. If not
without
or
ivith
sires
with your dealer,' write our nearest agency.

every uuc wama imuufor
enough
strong
the
for
parlor;
some enough
ramD or cottage; bright enough for
with your dealer, wr.te
every occasion. If not
our nearest agency.
..Tn:rvTlI Oil. COMPANY
(Incorporated)
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t
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R.ibber Tire Vehicles

is settled until

It reminds one of the
prosperous farming regions of the
middle eastern states. This Is the re
sult of two years' development.
Eastward to the Dakota, line along
the line of the Great Northern the
development has been rapid, and
Mondak at the eastern edge of Mon
tana is becoming an Important grain
shipping point. T. R. Forbes is one
of the enthusiastic believers in dry
farming principles at Mondak. He says
plowing and ' constant cultivation is
the secret of his success.' He blows
eight and ten Inches. He hag had remarkable success with potatoes as
well as grain. This year he has 150
acres planted In potatoes.

a good variety of Rubber
fWc hive
Buggies and Surreys which
we are offering at a bargain.

LOOK THEM OVER

0ir
REPOSITORYIn

.

-

Cherries llfeld Co.
THE PLAZA

I

ry

Thrilling Rescue. "
How Bert R Lean, of Cheny, Wash.,
was saved from a frightful death Is a
"A hard
story to thrill the world.
cold," he writes, "brought on a destrouble that baffled an exThe best season of the year for a perate lung
here.
doctor
Then I paid $10 to
pert
girl to marry is in thefall. It's an
a
a
visit
to
$15
specialist in Spolung
easy matter to teach a man to build
kane, who did not help me. Then 1
fires when the honeymoon is on.
California hutwithout beneff '
went
At last I used Dr. King's New Disco
ery which completely cured me and
now I am as well as ever." For lung
trouble, bronchitis, coughs and colds,
asthma, croup and whooping cough it's
EOc and $1.00.
Trial botsupreme
tle free. Guaranteed by all druggists.
A

Try our Yankee Coal

-

preparation of products1 for the
play.
The climate of this region is mucU
milder than that of North Dakota, lin
ing subject to the moderating Influence of the chlnook winds anl con
pares favorably with that of Nebraska. The soil contains only a slight
degree of humidity.
The soil varies in character inm
sandy loam to heavy clay loam. It is
ten to eighteen inches .deep and the
subsoil generally is hard-pa- n
clay,
The lighter soils are particular'
t1-adapted to the growing of alfalfa
heavieV
soils
forage crops, while on the
good yields of wheat, barley and flax
are 'produced. In sevesal parts of the
district potatoes have, been raised
very- with success and practically
Is
thing in the way of garden
reThodlsco
in
this
vicinity.
grown
gion Is practically free fearchdfcne.
and fully 75 per cent of tEuiT
Me
in me etuiieru utui.vi tiiK-jj-

Everything in the building lineLowest prices
A complete stock of wall paper. '" ' y

COOES MM BEHrCO.

1

sc

It Is better to know what you
ought to forget than to forget what
you ought to know.
,,1

.

(Incorporated)

--

WOOL, HIDES

filial

Oliail

nv naw

,

SAVED

PELTS

Homo at
EaatLas Vegas, N.M., Albuquerque, H. Mm, Tuoumoarl,
Mm Mm.
Peooa, N. M; Logan, N. M., Trinidad, Colorado
DAM WAGONS, ilia Boat Farm Wagon mado
RACmE-SATTL-

CO., Vehicles

EY

NAVAJO BLANKETS

-

lui

and

.

;

isn't so much what a man does
as what he doesn't do that brings
him happiness.

J

Retail Prices:

1,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs,
(,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery 25C per 100 lbs,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbsi

50 lbs., to' 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs.; each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.

PURA COMPANY

AQUA

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
purity and lasting qualities of whidi have made Las Vegas
--

famous.

Office:

701 Douglas avenue.

Browne & llanzanaf es

FROM AN

o.

WHOLESALE OROCERS
Setds tnd

Sttdtn '
'

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
kinds of Native Products.

-

AJ1
,

,,V

,

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
'
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent Me'dicines.
y
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

Headquarters in the Territory for

'LIS, flCRliTiL IlLjEjTS
full

mi cf

nixmn aeicle soap

g

-

I

'

and Dealer In

t

It)

'

and CO'.

WHOLESALE MERG HASH 2

one-thir-

.Try JELL-O- , the flalnjy, appetizing.
ieconomicai dessert, uan ce prepared
oMv3.
.
m
vW !,
u,u
Instantly simply add boiling water
The average rainfall, accori
serve when cool. Flavored Just
the reports of the volunteer 1 'a'ver and
sweetened Just right; perfect In
right;
the
here, is fifteen to eighteen in?'
every
way. A 10c, package makes
greater portion of the precyatlon
dessert for a large family. All
enough
BumIn
the
and
spring
coming
eanjf
sell It Don't accept substigrocers
mer when most needed for growing
tutes. JELL-- complies with all Fare
which
elx
the
last
years,
crops. During
7 flavors: Lemon, Orcovers practically the entire period Food Laws.
Strawberry, Chocoange,
Raspberry,
wnich
been
during
dry' farmingnaa
Peach.- late,
Cherry,
Is said
practised in this viciinlty,
there has never ,been a crop failure.
in the
The greatest tattle-tal- e
Among the successful farmers near
a
woman's
It bewhen
is
world
age
is Edgar Williams, who is located
on
her.
to
tell
in the valley, but uses Irrigation upon gins
'
He has
a small part of his land.
22
bushels of wheat and as
harvested
high as. 58 bushels of oata to the
acre, the latter crop the last two
and , forty
years being thirty-fiv- e
bushels. He Is summer fallowing 40
acres and believes he can greatly Increase his harvest by this method. He
believes that a crop of field; peas is
almost as goodj as summer fallowing, and this year haa four acres seed,
ed to peaa as an experiment
He
planted the peas six Inches deep. Mr.
Williams said he thought many farmers In this country limited their
crops by not seeding deep enough. He
thinks treea can be successfully ByLydiaE-Pinkham'- s
grown on dry farms, and to test this
he has planted diamond willow cuttings on four acres and fruit trees on
Louisville,' Ky. "Lydia E. Pink,
another tract. Mr. Williams has prom- ham's Vegetable
Compound has cer- ised to send some of the results of
tainly done me s
world of good and
hia work this summer to the dry farcannot praise it
I
at
ming congress
Billings.
enough. I suffered
fromlrregularities,
North of Culbertson the bench lands
dizziness, nervousstretch to the Canadian line, about
ness, and a severe
"
te
female trouble.
rolling
sixty miles. Tha surface
LydiaE.Pinkham'g
prairie and for miles has been settled
ComVegetable
upon by homesteaders who are depound has restored
farm-malmost
me to perfect
pendent
wholly upon dry
health and kept me
methods. In the vicinity of Dane
from the ODeratine
Valley a' postofflce was recently es- table. I will never be without this
tablished In a region where until two medicine in the house." Mrs. Sam'l
years ago several thousand acres Lee, 8623 Fourth St., Louisville, Ky.
that are now In' crops was the range
Another Operation Avoided.
for live stock, now grains of various
Adrian, Ga. "I suffered untold
from female troubles, and my
kinds, flax, potatoes, corn and other misery
doctor said an operation was my only
crops' are being raised. As far as one chance, and I dreaded it almost as
can see In every direction; there Is a much as death. Lydia E. Pinkham's
homesteader's house on every quarter Vegetable Compound completely cured
me without an operation."
Lena V.
One claim which wa3 taken
section.
'
B. F. D. 8.
Henet,
last
within
the
an
up by
Thirty years of unparalleled suctwo years and for relinquishment of cess confirms the power of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
which it Is said he refused $2,000 this cure
female diseases. The Teat volat
of
the
an
value,
Is
example
ume of unsolicited testimony constantspring
which 160 acres of this dry farm land ly pouring in proves conclusively that
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable ComIs held.
pound is a remarkable remedy for those
From Culbertson northward to Med- oistressing feminine ilia
from which
icine Lake, 25 miles, the bench land o many women suffer.

.m

SC, KELLY

Of Interest to Farmers and Mechanic

Farmers and mechanics frequently
meet with Blight accidents and Injuries
which cause them much . annoyance
and loss of time A cut or bruise may
d
be cured in about
the time
usually' required by applying Cham1
berlain's Liniment as soon as the in- Jury is received This liniment Is also,'
valuable for sprains, soreness of the.'
muscles and rheumatic pains. There is
no danger of blood poisoning from an
injury when Chamberlain's Liniment,
is applied before the parts become
Inflamed and swollen. For sale by all
dealera.

TO THE TON.

PHONE MAIN 56

OF MONTANA

diB

No soot and little ash

2000 POUNDS

Vegetable Compound

1

In which to stand the coffee pot or teapot after removmg from burner.
nickeled racks for towels. A marvel of comfort,

BIG REDUCTION

Ee'xall Orderlies are exceedingly pleas-Ato take, and are ideal for adult or child.
They act directly on the nerves and muscles
of the bowels. They do not purge or cause
any annoyance whatever. We will refund
the money paid us for them if they do not
thoroughly relieve chronic or habitual constipation. Two sizes, ioc. ane 25c.
E. G. Murphey, The Rexall Store.

OPERATION

When warm days and
the kitchen fire make
cooking aburden then
is the time to try a New
Perfection Wick Blue
Flame Oil Cook-Stov- e.
Marvelous how this
stove does away with
kitchen discomforts how
cool it keeps the room in
comparison with conditions when the coal fire was
burning. The

Cook-Stov-

FOR BOWEL COMPLAINTS.

for his efforts to; .secure the headquarters of a Judicial district at Ra
ton and his kind offer to continue to
do anything In his power to this end.
And that he be delegated at the expense of the club, to go to Taos,
and induce the people of that county
to aid us, and agree to become part
of our Judicial district with headquarters at Raton; and to Interview
Chief Justice Mills and the associate
justices and request them to establish
headquarters of a judicial district at
Raton.
"This mo'Jon was. unanimously carried. Mr. Spless being a. stranger In
the club and present as a visitor, his
kindly feeling and words to the club
and the city, and his efforts to aid
Raton In this great and important
'
cause, were and are, most sincerely
appreciated.
"This meeting of the club was a
very large and extremely enthusiasmember showing that
tic one,-evehe was in earnest in his desire' and
efforts to get a TJ. S. court and the
headquarters of a Judicial district lot
cated at Raton."

ARID LANDS

Wick' Blue Flame Oil

TH?.ra

RECLAIMING

DRY FARMERS

HEW

1

Meet your Friend

at

er--

&

D. L. CHAMBERS,
)

Old Taylor Bourbon

&

Bar
Prop.

Sherwood Bye

Served Blreoi front Barrel
Billiard Hall in connection.

520DcuglasAvetf
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climate is unexcelled and
MARKET REPOHTS.
where every natural condition is far
better fadapted to agricultural pur
ESTABLISHES 1879. M
St. Louis Wool, Market
The only answer" is, of course
suits?
few
ago
a
which
years
Oklahoma,
June li:
Wool unSt
t:
Louis,
will.
,5.
,; ..
semi-aricountry it
? PUBLISHED BY
V'
I wis' considered a
,r
must
changed.
that
old
The
you
18
adage
spend
Mexico";
today one jot the
The Optic Publishing Company llkeVNew;:
states west 01 we money to make money Is as true togreatest
farming
'"
;
lHOOBPOBATED .
St. Louis Spelter.
,
costs
,
Mississippi. Not only does it excel in day as It was fifty ye'ars ago. It
June Hi Lead 43?
SWLouij,
returns
advertise
butvthe
to
money
manufacbit In railroads,
532
EDITOR farming,.
M. M. PADGETT. .
times over To spelter
tories, icoal mining and kindred indus- will Justify it ten
'
tries it ha a wonderful common cite an exwnple: A land agent who
iNew York Metal Market v
wealth for one so young. Why Is colonized thousands of acres and
western
New; York, June 11. -- Lead 435 445;
--. Oklahoma
CTeat today?
Why is it made a million dollars
1
ill
silver 52
copper,
two?
in
lands
when
Oklahoma
years
Entered at the Postofflee at East forging to the front with leaps and
offerdid
said:
asked
"I
he
it
how
wide
are
second-clasawake,
s
bounds? IU people
Las Vegas,. N. M as
i
Nv Yonc Money.
ed. tW farnsers of the north polonies
matter.
they are energetic and optimistic,
New York, June 11. Call money.
schools
and
them
4
,
and,
a
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are
guaranteed
that is why. Pessimists
1
Mexfc
prime paper 3
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people
enough
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money
proper
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..$7.00
Tear
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pessimist
New York Stock. '
.... .65 "it can't be done" while the optimist shape,' build suitable ranch houses,
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I
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payment
year's
Per Week by Carrier..........
says "sure thing, no doubt about
N.
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'
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I
New Mexico today has perhaps the as 'easy, as possible and never called
Weekly.
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So.
Pac.
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for
until
end
second
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payment
.....$2.00 greatest opportunity, the most proOne Tear.....'.
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Steel.
of
second
the
for
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1.00
first
year
year
induceand
Month
Blz
alluring
mising future
.ments of any western state. It has is always the hardest.. I told them
Chicago Provisions Market
Cheer up Mr. Pessimist, you'ra out 45,000,000 acres of public land to be the truth, threw my land open and
wlsh-eJune 11. Wheat close,
thei
let
tracts
them
select
Chicago,
they"
lands
these
But
thd
for
had
asking.
of date.
fife!
for
a
Sept. 109
torSeTT
July
crime
I
teliev6.ta
are practically worthless unless they
o
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in--, porn July 73 14; Sept. 70
land
who
are
from
"barred,
people
cultivation.
the
If
are
under
placed
The anvil chorus is an old, old
44
52
pork
formation
but
July
Sept
through cunning. Last
tune, but its popularity seems never people in the territory awaken and
lard July 1160;
to haVe waned in Las Vegas. Let's get busy, in live years there should not least I avoided the great expense july 2005; Sept. 2020;
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of
.Sept
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also
and
system
agents
the
in
land
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priv.
not
be
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All
Good
?We're
public
Fellows,
shelve It for,
i.viVl.
territory open to homestead entry, but ate Pullmans and private trains. I
Boys," etc.
on the other hand every 160 acres of put this money into advertisements
Chicago Stock Market
It must be appetizing for those peo- Tand now subject to entry should have in those Journals which were mbst
to reach the farming class and .Chicago, June 11. Cattle, 15,000,
ple who dote on eating In the gwell a family upon it and every 320 acres likely
dining cars on limited trains to learn of desert land should be the home worded these advertisements In p5n steady; beeves, $5.257.25; Texas
that it has been the practice of car of a thrifty tiller-.- , of the' toll. language, which was also .truthful, steers, $4.60 6.20; western steers,
never telling anything that would not $4.756.30: stockers' feeders, $3.60
rying Chinamen in the Ice boxes along Trace all things back to their origin
with the meat and vegetables. ' Per-- , and you will find. that it is the Atnerl stand up under a. personal investiga- 5.50; cows, heifers, $2.406.25; calves
never exagger- $6.0O8.00.
.
j. ,
baps when pig tail soup was on the can farmer that is the backbone and tion by the reader, I
5 , to 10, lower; light,
Insistent
was
but
24,000,
ated,
persistent,'
Hogs,
of
the
United
was
States
served.
the
article
menu,
today.
mainstay
genuine
If it were not tfor the farmer, it we and consistent. That Is. how I suc- ,$6.807.40; mixed, $7.057.70; heavy,
The big exposition now In full haif to import that which we need for ceeded and any other man with an $7.157.80; rough, $7.157.35; pigs,
common $6.006.80; bulk sales. $7.207.60.
swing at Seattle will have great in- - our own sustenance, then the United ordinary amount of ability,
same '"Sheep, 7,000, steady 10 lower; na-can
sense
and
do
the
honesty,
influence In attracting attention to the States would be a nation courting
ftive $3.756.10; western, $3.756.10;
thing."
western portion of the United States. sult at every turn.
So here has been told the story of yearlings, $6.007.15; lambs, $5.25
New Mexico's transcontinental route,
The que3tion Is oftimes asked "how
the Santa Fe Railway, is daily haul- - are we going to induce farmers from a land ag ant's success. It is cited as 8.20; western, $5.758.20.
an exainpl-for those people la New
Ing hundreds of passengers westward the north 1o come to New Mexico?"
Mexico
are on a small scale trywho
It.
, Kansas City Stock.
who will see this country for the first That Is the very easiest part of
Kansas City, June 11. Cattle, 2
time. Some steps should be taken by If advertising attracts tens of thou- ing toj encourage immigration to the
000, including 1200 southerns, steady;
the towns along the Santa Fe, Las sands of farmers to that cold and southwest. If the people of the
will
do
and
their
coopershare,
ten lower; native steers, $5.007.00;
will
western
to
in
bleak
take advanatge
Canada,
country,
Vegas
particular,
of this opportunity. It is only one of not this very same method call them ate with the Bureau of Immigration southern steers, $4.00 6.00; southern
should crown their ef- cows, $2.74.0; native cows, heifers,
Ito sunny New Mexico, where the theft succ-?smany.
forts, and would not this success be $2.75 6.60; stockers' feeders, $3.75
the greatest reward they could wish? 5.50; bulls, $3.005.25; calves, $3.75
W say It would.
75; western steers, $5.256.75;

Che

IN OKLA- -

HOW IT WAS DONE
HOMA.
;:

pttc

tt

year-roun-
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"
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Wactch Specials
A few specials which we are offering, for a short
time at SPOT CASH ONLY.-- '

!
M
i.itiu'J
I ft i
j
C"'? "J
(.!
jOi' .fitted
Gents' Gold Filled Case gruaranteid 20 years,
r
with ,a 17 .jeweled, ELGIN or WALTH AM move- -' '
meet,? v
Gents' SilVeroid CaseV with a 7 jewel ELGIN or
I,.-.WALTH AM, .... . . .
.$5.50
5

0

;?,

,

'

Ladies' Gold Filled Case,' guaranteed with either
ELGIN or WALTHAM movement
$12.15

."-hr

5-- 8

WJE

INVITE A COMPARISON OF OUB PRICES ,
,

R,

J.

TAUPERT,
Las Vegas, N. M.

,

3;

.

:

Jeweler and Optician.
-:-

606 Douglas Avenue.

-

.

LOOK THIS THROUGH

3--

Get Familar With

1--

...................

-

"

Its Contents.

Jewelers Stock at Cost While It Lasts.

7--

Snaps in Reliable Watches. Any Jewel Make or Size.
TRUNKS, GRIPS, AND BAGS.
All Go at Cost to Close.
For Cash Only.
We are strong Advocates of the
Old Saying..
;
SEEING IS BELIEVING.

.

I

,

1--

.

1--

:

:

SECURITY BROKERAGE Co.
Lincoln Avenue. Near Depot.

6.0; lambs, $6.508.75;' range weth
ers, $4.506.00; rang ewes, $4.
5.75.

.

BASEBALLSGORES

.

,

FAITHFUL PRIEST VICTIM
OF DREADED LEPR08Y

.
vk ; . National League.
At. Chicago Chicago 5, New York:

0.

.K--

,'(.,.'.

.

,;:

;.,

,

Other games prevented by rain or
7
wet grounds.
Honolulu. June 11. Father
American League.
wao came to Hawaii from Prance
York Detroit 2, New York
New
At
with Father Damien in 1863 to deri
:Z..:J
i.
vote his life to work, among the lepers
Bad weather prevented other schedin the Molokal colonay, died here yesuled games. .
terday. Father Damien died in the
Western League.
havsome
leper settlement
years ago,
At Wichita Wichita 5, Pueblo 1.'
ing contracted the disease..
At Omaha Omaha 3, Des Moines 2.
At Lincoln Sioux City 2, Lincoln
UNSUCCESSFUL
ATTEMPT
1.
TO KIDNAP ABDUL HAMID
At Topeka Denver 4, Topeka 1.
American Association
London, .fune 11. A local news
At Louisville St. Paul 0, Louibville
.
agency publishes1 a dispatch' saying 3.
f
that an unsuccessful attempt has At Toledo Toledo 4, Kansas City
been made by the reactionaries to kid- 0.
nap the deposed sultan Abdul Hamid
7,
At Indianapolis
Indianapoll-- .
from his residence at Saloniki. Sev- Milwaukee 2.
wfte'ta cows, $3.255.50.
Colunmbus-Minne-apoliAt Columbus
Hogs," I0i000, 5 lower; bulk sales, eral were Jellied in the melee.
$ 7.20
7.55; heavy. $7.407.60; pacfc
portpbned ; wet ground.
The concert by the Mayflower band
7.60;ers' butchers, $7.307.55; light,
drew the usual crowd to the plaza
$7,007.40; pigs,, $5.706.90.
Telephone your news Items to The
)
Sheep, 3,000, steady; muttons, $4.75 park last evening.Optic. Phone Main. 2.
"

j
,

ter-rito- rf

s

Your hair

is Worth It

Afraid to use hair preparations? Don't know exactly what to do?
Then why not consult your doctor? Isn't your hair worth it?
Ask him if he endorses Ayer's Hair Vigor for falling hair.
Have confidence in his
dandruff, a hair tonic and dressing.
J C; Ayer Co..
advice. Follow it. He knows.
lOW11!

jf. E. Moore has been appointed by
th4 probate court to be guardian of
his daughter, Miss Ruby. L. Moore,
who is, at present with' 'her 'mother
c San Diego, Cal.

T.T.1B8.

)

,

-

T'"'

,.,

A

$6 50 Suits for Boys
All Wool.

With

'

E.LASVEGAS.
-

-

Summer Wardrobe,
Gome spend an hour or two with
35c Swisses,
at......

25 c yd

In different size dots, the quality is splendid.
display in east window.

us and revel in the beautiful, and
fluffy, summery fabrics now on
'
display:
y

Oa

WAISTS

Cf

'fLJU!

r,

$2.60

.

s3J

UvJ

Misses'

,

Dainty trimmings, Laces and nets in profusion andstyle-approve- d
accessories for every costume.
Men's fine "Emery shirts; Superba Neckwear; Boys'
and Young Men's Clothing made specially for us.

.

i

)

.

j

$4.00

i

.

"

A new Oxford. Blue Rep cloth upper,smoked pearl buttons, Patent Colt'.
Vamps,
r

1,

i

Boys1 Corduroy Pants $1,00
Knickerbocker's

V; . ,

....

..

The Shirt You Want
This week we show a

fresh stock of our famous
blue Chambray pleated
front shirts coat style,
cuffs attached, a very neat

-

at

They come in white, pink, blue; the cloth is soisettle, a
soft lustrous fabric,, resembling silk only wearing much
better, we have your size..

'

Suede gray upper, pearl buttonsi Patent
Colt Vamps, Millitary Heel, high
.
arch...,.,......-.- .

Colored Dreses

Men's Pajamas at $125

WE KNOW WE CAN PLEASE YOU

New Women's Oxfords

Misses'

ff
4DUU

quality. .....

Mothers need not worry about haviner to oav Si: so fnr
Charlie's pants. We sell them special next week at f 1.00, '
these are splendidly made, guaranteed not to rip; roomy and
strong; they come in gray, brown and
:
the new Cord, green,
3)ltVVs

'

COME arid SEE

'

V4 off

U3 off

.

'

White Dresses
at

sj.

Linens. Lawns, Batistes, Mulls and also the
finer silks and soft satins in the correct shades and
styles there is no lack of variety for your choosing. You can replenish your Summer Wardrobe
here and not have any two alike. Let us show you.
Other departments are equally able to supply your

wants.

2 Pairs Knickerbocker Pants.

We show 2 styles from 9 to 16 years, a light gray striped,
worsted, cuffs on coat, flaps on pockets, long graceful lapels,
a fancy striped lead Cashmere, correctly made and splen- -'
didly tailored, our guarantee of

;

Tomorrow we place on sale our'regular stock of Waists,
the sale will be just for a few days.
C?4
$2.00 White Waists,, nicely trimmed, Newr
Desifims. Special,
t,
$3.50 White Waists, New Style, Some
Tailored. Special, ...... f
O
$S.OO Waists, French Lawn or Silk, white or,
red.
Special.
brown, blue,
$8.50 Waists, net, Taffeta, Messaline, plain or DT 3 C
vD
vJ
fancy, new

(fr

vjv? 0JU

A SPLENDID IDEA geting two pairs of pants instead
of one. One pair of pants as a rule was worn out before the
coat showed signs of wear, and then there was trouble in
''
matching.

N.M.

.

We place on sale for the next week our entire stock of

.

and splendid shirt, worth
easily

$1.50.

80

Count

Cloth, Knife Pleats.
.,- -

$400

'Bronzed Oxfords" of the finest kid, Mil-litary Heel, Lace, very new, ..$4.CO
.

Special,

$1,25:
u

LAS VEGAS

UfJOERTAKtRG WARLORD

i

THE W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.

The only exclusive undertaken in
Las Vegas.
Both Phones Office end Residence
610 Lincoln Avenue

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT A!JD CAFE
THE

Short Orders and Regular Dinners
GOODS .OBTAINABLE
ALWAYS

BEST

HANDLED

Ma

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

F. ft

LODGB NO. 2, A.

If.

PHYSICIANS.

A.

com-

Regular
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
munication first and
DENTIST
la
tMrd Thuisdayt
Both
Crockett
Suite
Visit-la4,
Building.
each month
at
office
and
residence.
phone,
cordial
toothers
Geo, H. Klnkel, W. M-- ,
ly Invited.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
Cams. H. Sporleder, Secretary-LAS

NO. 2.
w Knights Templar. RegularIn
ys conclave secondatTiresday
Masonic
each month
8.
Clark,
Job
m.
7:30
p.
remple,
C.. Charles Tamme, Recorder.

DENTIST

VEGAS COMMANDERY

r

'

F. R. LORD, DENTIST

(Successor to Dr.

aach month et Masonic
Temple, 7:30 p. m. , M, R.
wmiomfl H. P.. ' has. H.
Bporleder, Secretary.
1

Knlehts oJ Pythias
meet every Monday
evening in Castle
Hall, Visiting Knights
are cordially invited.
J. P. SACKMAN.

x

GEORGE
,
Attorney at Law
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New

er.

SALDY

N

NO. ,77,
OF AMERICA

FRATER-NALvUNIO-

LODGE,

Meta first and third Wednesday

'

EEBEKAH LODGE, I. 0. O. F.,
meets second and fourth Thursday
I.
evenings ot each month at the
Becktr,
Bertha
Miss
hall.
O.
F.
O.
G.;
S. G.; Mrs. Delia Pep ard, V.Ade-lenSecretary;
Mrt." F. "Dalley,
v
Smith. Treasurer.

andSurveyor.

Office: Wheeler Bldg.

E.

Las Vegas

,"

t

J.

Florist

THORNHILL,

Floral Designs for Weddings,
Parties, Funerals, etc. Cut
Flowers always on hand.

F--

AND

GARDENING

attended to.

v

Phone Main 167. 506 Grand Ave.,
Opposite San Miguel Bank.
East Las Vegas, N.M.

GAD BREATH

7y$)
SLjU

f--

wel-eom-

B.-M-

it

Best

For

The Dowels

naarant, Pslatabls, Potent, Tte
or

lTer
Sicken, Weaken
old In balk. The

""

FOE

the swift

Atlanta,

1--

1--

1--

1

.

jid

0

,

yi

:

,

.

li

,
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Good, Do Good,

Gripe, l(Jc, 25c , SOc. Never
genuine tablet stamped GOO,
Qaaxanteed to cure or your money back.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. ;g6

,

1-- 4,

.

TREES PRUNED

LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
every Monday evening at J.XS'JALSALE TEN MILUQ1I BOXES
their hall in Sixth Btreet. All visit
Invited to at
tog brethren cordially N- G-- C. W.
A Vital Point
tend. George Lewis, - ;
3.
Wertz,
most
delicate part of a baby la
The
McAllier. V. G.;
treasurer;
bowel.
its
Crites.
Every ailment that it
E.
W.
secretary;
trustee.
attacks
the bowels, also
with
suffers
cemetery
C. V. Hedgcocki
most
cases
the life of
in
endangering
Elixir
McGee's
NO.
cure,
infant.
Baby
the
fRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
and
all
derangeat
diarrhoea,
dysentary,
night
Friday
102 "meets every
ments of the stomach or bowels. Sold
their hall in the Schmidt building by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
at
,
eight
west of Fountain-Squareare cor
o'clock. .Visiting members
An actress likes to think she is the
N. vook. iwr
Jas.
welcome.
dially
darling of the gallery gods.
secretary.
Ident; Jas. R. Lowe,
Could Not Be Better.
COUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
No one has ever made a salve, olnfr
second and
CIL No. 804, meets
ment, lotion or balm to compare with
C.
R.
hall, Pion-ee-r
O.
fourth Thursday,
Arnica Salve. Ita the one
Bucklen's
Visiting members are perfect healer of cuts, corn, burns,
bldg
W. R- - Tipton,
cordially invited.
bruises, sores, scalds, bolls, ulcers, ecF. S.
Mackel.
O. K.; E. P.
zema, salt rheum. For sore eyes, cold,
sores, chapped hands its eupreme. InTHIRD
AND
FIRST
fallible for piles. Only 25 cento at all
MEETS
at druggists.
month
each
Tuesday evenings
Visit-to- g
y
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall.
The hair bleacher i glad to take
invited.
e
cordially
brothers
E. C. silver in exchange for gold.
Jno Thornhill, president;
Ward, Secretary.
Stomach Troubles.
cures of stomach
remarkable
Many
FRATERNAL
UDMBN MEET IN
effected
been
have
by Chamand troubles
Brotherhood hall every second
and
Liver
Tablets.
Stomach
berlain's
the eighth
fourth Thursday, sleep at
over two
e One man who
had
spent
run. Visiting brothers always
James R. thousand dollars for medicine and
to th. wigwam
Davis treatment was cured by a few boxes
H.
Lowe, sachem; Waite
of these tablets. Price 25 cents. Samni collector of ples free at all drug stores
chief of record
wampum.
Hoarseness, hronchitis and other
No. 645, I.
troubles are quickly cured by
. E. ROSENWALD Lodge
throat
y
every first Wednes-da- Foley's Honey and Tar as it soothes
eets
O B
of the month in the vestry. and heals the inflamed throat and
Doug-laroom ofTemple Montefiore Visit-to- g bronchial tubes and the most obstin
street
avenne and Ninth
ate cough disappears. Insist upon
Invited.
Foley's,. Honey
brother, are cordially lUhbl X having theO.genuine
G. Schaefer
and Red
and Tar.
Cha. Greenclay. president;
Crosa Drug Co. .
g. Raisin, .eeretary.

O.
i 4.O. meets

The usual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands of the nedc,
house to be voted on at some future ores and ulcers on the body, skin affections, catarrhal troubles, weak
eyes, and general poor health. The Inherited poison, transmitted through
time, at a premium of $4,500, to E. the blood, pollutes and weakens this fluid, and
In place of Its nutritive
H. Rollins & Sons of Chicago.
qualities fills the circulation .with scrofulous matter, which saps the vitality
of the entire system. Thousands of children, born with a scrofulous
taint,
In ' the district court' at Los Lunas have
.pent their childhood in constant 111
suffering, and grown to
returned
was
a verdict
manhood or womanhood handioapped byphysical
yesiterday
health and stunted growth,
against Rev. Thomas Harwood, charg- and perhaps later some disease of the bone, or joints developed. 8. S. 8.,
iven la their early life, would have prevented this. It would have
ed with knowingly uniting in marriage cleansed
and purified the blood of the taint, nourished and stengthened
a girl under age. The offense Is pun their systems, and assisted each to grow
Into strong, healthful manhood
'
or
womanhood.
S.S.8. is the very best remedy for Scrofula. It goe3
ishable byi n fine.
down to the bottom of the trouble, and cleanses
the circulation of all
Vord comes from St. Louis, Mis- scrofulous matter.
It
supplies the weak, diseased blood with strength,
health-buildin- g
G.
and
Reynolds
souri, that Judge Matt
effects of this great
qualities, and under the
all symptoms of Scrofula pass away. purifying
8. S. S. contains no minerals
has resigned from the bench at St. remedy
In
Is
an
form, and
absolutely safe treatment for children, even infants,
Louis. Judge Reynolds was U. S. At- or any
person, of any age. Literature about Scrofula and any medical advice
fceeland
of
court
of
the
private
torney
ga.
specific co.,
claims with' headquarters in Santa Fe
and is therefore well known here and
Prisoner Was Not Affected.
Novel Lifeboat.
has many friends In New Mexico.
The Providence (R. I.) police deShortly after his rise to the bench,
The Cash Buyers Union, Wm. Dol- - fudge Coleman of San Francisco had partment has added to its equipment
Tccasion to pronounce a life sentence a lifeboat fittde with wheels and runde. proprietor, at 122 North Second
upon a- notorious offender. In the ners, so that, winter and summer, it
street, Albuquerque, was. robbed Wed- course of his remarks the judge spoke can be taken from the
police station
nesday night of clothing and mer- with so much feeling and eloquence where it a housed, hitched to the fear
The that many of the listeners were deeply of a patrol wagon and quickly drawn
chandise to the value of $50.
robbery was discovered the next mor- affected. The prisoner, on the other to a place of launching. At a pond
ning, when an employe of the store hand, seemed to be quite indifferent, boat, carriage and all, car be launched
discovered that thei rear door had looking noat the celling and apparently and the wheels dropped when the
attention whatever to what craft is well in the water. Police ofgiving
been broken in.
was being said. After he had been ficials are delighted with their odd
Last night the formal opening of remanded to jail one of the young law- barge1 and commend the type to all inthe handsome new National Guard yers had gone into the cell, curious to land cities where boats are scarce and
know
the criminal had felt when hard to get in an emergency.
Armory at Santa Fe took place.The his how was
honor
passing sentence upon
a
celebrated
was
event
by grand ball, him. "What do
CONTEST NOTICE
mean?" asked
'
Stevenson Bad Speller.
at which the elite society of the cap- the convicted one. you
(Serial No. 06283)
"I mean when the
most
One
of
the
and
admis
painspolished
ital was present. The price cf
Judge was telling you you must go. to
Department of the Interior, United
sior. was $1 per couple and it Is said prison for life." "You mean when he taking of English authors regarded States Land Office, Santa Fe, Vt.1L,
correct spelling as a totally unnecesthe armory board cleared a large was talking to me?.': "Yes." "Oh, I
1909 A sufficient contest
sary accomplishment. In his introduc- April 9;,
ho
never
Coleto
comBick
attention
is
paid
Fe
sum. The Santa
armory
been filed In this of
Irvine
R.
to
Stevenson's
Sidtion
L
.letters,
man; he ain't no public speaker, noN. Trujlllo, contest
ad
Ramon
and
detail
in
issa
great
fice
"I
every
Colvin
writes:
by
not
held
'
plete
have,
ney
.
how!"
emry
homestead
ant,
ftgalnst
dition to the capital city.
myself bound to reproduce all the au16, 1908, for S 3
made
13972,
April
thor's minor eccentricities of spelling
Clovis is preparing to pull off one
S 2 NE 4 Section 3 .TownStreet Confession,
. A Wall
and the like. As all his friends are NW
21 east, N. M. P.
of the liveliest 4th of July entertainThe broker runs the most profitable aware, to spell in a quite accurate and ship 16 north, Range
conby Herman N. Glllis,
ments on Saturday, the third of July, end of the game. Perhaps you have grown-umanner was a thing which meridian,
la alleged that the
it
which
in
testee,
'
Mexico.
eastern
New
of
never realized that most New York tbis master of English letters was
in the history
said Herman N. Glllis has never lived
'
Last year that town had one of the stock exchange houses with any sort never able to learn."
upon said land nor made any
thereon nor In any way
best celebrations in this portion ot the of clientele maintain their offices on
what they make on Interest charges,
with
the homestead iaw.i
is
Clovis
when
Servants.
Wt
compiled
this
year
Inexperienced
territory,
which every monthly statement shows,
are
nereoy nouueu i
said
parties
Some families grudge every penny
a growing city of the first class, she, and which not one of a hundred specpear, respond, and offer 10evidence
out
will
in
not
wages.
event.
They
paid
give
last
o'clock
to
at
year'e
eclipse
promises
ulators can verify. The commission
sums justly demanded by good touching said allegation
7, 1909, before Robert
June
on
Horse races, balloon ascensions, ball and Interest charges that go to the the
m.
a.
servants,- so content themselves with
court commissioner,
games and ethletic sports are to be brokerage firm make the percentage raw recruits or' inferior maids, who L. M. Ross, U. S. Miguel county, N.
San
n
Las
at
Vegas,
an
to
overcome.
one
.almost
occa
this
Impossible
places"-o.cost them pounds and pounds' in the M.
given prominent
that final neanng wm
This percentage is far bigger than in
for breakages, general destruo- - held (and
sion
at 10 o'clock a. m. pn June 17,
roulette. Do you think you can win year
and waste of food through 1909 before) the register and receiver
It Is believed that Professor Edgar in the long run playing roulette? If tiveness,
bad cooking, and Ignorance of how to at the United States land office In
tne
ol
L. Hewett, formerly president
you think you can, then go ahead and utilize Scraps, not to mention the end- Santa Fe, N. M.
If . in .doubt, . .then let me
Normal University in this city, who speculate.
wear and tear to brain nnrl tiorro
.The said contestant having, to a
.
- ii
- i
has contributed so largely to science m. you mai in aimosi wree years i L.through the worry and discemfort they proper affidavit, filed May 4, 1909, set
- " v
forth facts which show that after due
by his discoveries iutfTe Cliff Dwe- have I never seen
nomake
any
anybody
west'
of
diligence personal service of this orllers' ruins in Pajarjfto "Park,
it is hereby
nionev to keep, but I have seen many
be
cannot
made,
tice
.,
, Cuts Off an Official Luxury.
Santa Fe, has maje an Important
fiv
dered and directed that such notice
je wiped ' out. Everybody's. ;
Chicago's council finance committee be given by due and proper publicaarchaeological dd.overy hx Morocco
oft
has discovered that the way to econo- tion. Record address' of contestee:i
and in the Medoiaa Islands. He as
wnfiiOT.A4
.
nnt crlirormt ' !3dg Fight on Strauss Ended. - mize is to economize. It recently or- Osage, Iowa.
lint i
anWhen
the
dered the abandonment and sale of all
Relchsanzelger
MANUEL K. UTJJJKU, Register.
details on the natmre of the I V- - Enounced recently the fact that Rich- automobiles
except those used by
city
ery. He will continue his rep
the 'chiefs of the Tire and police de.,
n
.
iililt IslUL tiwcireia
"EleKtrft," had been elected
Liiia 01,
partments and their assistants. Now, 'Many weak, nervous women - have
ailiUUg
of the Academy, a neighbor when other officials who have-- been been restored to health by Foley's
The veterans who attended tlf
only . comment was: used to mdtorcars find one absolutely
A- - ing journal's
stimulates the
Mexico encamoment of the Graf
"Endlich!" ("At. last!") In explana- necessary, it will be- - hired. It is fig- Kidney Remedy, as It
my at Alamogordo, which adjf jed tion the Berliner Tageblatt says that ured that the tidy little sum of $30,-00- kidneys so they will eliminate the
Wednesday, are enjoying a plc fat Strauss' name had been before the
a year will be saved by the waste matter from the blood. ImpuCloudcroft. Before adjourning tl6 fol- academy as a candidate for member- change.
rities depress the nerves, causing
nervous exhaustion and other aillowing officers were elected: J.W. ship for three years and that tho opto his admission was led by
want
feel
If
look
well
to
position
well,
ments. Commence today and yon
you
B.
H.
of
commander;
Tularosa,
Long
Steward of Albuquerque, senior, vibe Josef Joachim. "The other party, in and be well, take Foley's Kidney Rem- will soon be well. Pleasant to take.
favor of Strauss, under the leadership
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
commander; G. W. Mossman of fAs of Professor Humperdinck, worked edy. Ittones up the kidneys and Co.
'
Cruces, junior vice commander; D. MV hard, however, and finally triumphed. bladder, purifies the blood and re
stores
and
Pleasant
health
strength.
Sutherland of Alamogordo, assistant The report that the kaiser's influence
FOR SALE
Legal blanks of all de
adjutant general and quartermaster was used to bring about Strauss' elec- to take and contains no harmful
Notary1 seals and records
acription.
drugs. Why not commence today? ' at the Optlo office.
general. No place was designated for tion is without foundation."
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drua
next years' encampment, but East
If you read It In The Optic it's so. Co.
Las Vegas has a good chance to land
Bred Morgan 'n
The Trotting
"
the next reunion. '
Stallion,
Cattle shipments from Silver City
Golden McGregor No. 4742
This week
still continue unabated.
the Cureton Cattle Company, Yoder
American Morgan Register
Bros. & Co., and neighbors shipped
Will make the Season of 1909 at
1,000 head to Wyoming points at $15
ranch on the upper Sapello (The
my
$18 and $21. The Fletolng Cattle Co.,
Fontaine
ranch) at $15.00 by the seaMessrs. McMillen, Stockton and othson. In case mare does not get with
delivered to T. E. McNamara for
foal she may be returned the followDoesn't the waking season arouse thoughts tumbling:
shipment to Wyoming about 1,700
ing season or money refunded at my
head at $15, $18 and $21. Twelve hunsurf, placid lakes, mountain climbing, the quest for the
Weighs 1200 lbs.
option.
elusive fish, the gay life of the resorts, of riding, golfing,
dred head from the ranches of
Is full made
Golden
McGregor
automobile trips; or create a yearning for indulgence in
York, Jackson and others, in
of Immense bone and goes high
horse
, your own particular pastime?
the vicinity were shipped to the Amer
all round with - plenty of , natural
'
If you hear it, heed it.
ican Live Stock and Loan company
;'"
speed. :
"
of (Denver, the prices being $14, $f7
Golden McGregor was sired by Bay
Go?
and" $19. The G. O. S. Cattle Com
2:29 4 sire of Dr. Trultt
McGregor
'
'
pany, M. R. Bafloui, J. B. Gilchrist
Chooserom among the following:
etc
2:16
yAlice McGregor 2:19
and others are now shipping hetweea
4
19 years
2:24
Herod
Dam
(at
by
The Grand Canyon,
Colorado,
California,
2,500 and 3,000 head to Wyoming, T.
of age), sire of several in the list.
YosAiite Valley,
The Northwest,
E McNamara being the buyer.
When you see the little McGregors
The
Exposition.
next season you will wish you had
India' Only Woman Lawyer.
one. Fall in line and breed that good
Los Angeles, San Diego and Return, $37.95
Miss Sorahjl is said to be the only
mare, of yours. "
woman lawyer in India. ' She is said
San Francisco, $45.00
Yours, Resp
to make a comfortable income by
For the same trip one way via Portland and Seattle, 160.00.
practicing her profession and to enTiokets on sale May 6 to 13, inclusive; June 1 and 2; June 24 to
courage other women to follow her
Her most intimate friend
July 10, inclusive; and July 27 to August 6, inclusive.
example.
Mrs. Sarojlni Naidu, the wife of an
Final limit October 31, 1909. Liberal stopover privileges.
English medical officer stationed in
Slightly higher fares on other dates during the summer.
India. Mrs. Naldu is a native Hindu
and a poet. One of her books, "The
Santa Fg. service and the famous meals by Harvey. Could anyGolden Threshold," was well received
in England both by the reviewers and
thing more be desired?
i
the buying public.
Plan now. Read up about the country
and its attractions. Get free folders issued
account the Elks meetings; the N. E. A.;
Righting International Misconception.
Colorado; the great Exposition, the Grand
Slowly but surely those misconcep
Canyon, and elsewhere.
tions which war against the international entente cordiale are being disBATCHELOR. Agent,
D.
solved In the clear light of truth. The
Las Vegas, N. M.
aril
fact has just been given wide cur
rency on tbis side that the French are
not a race of frog eaters. We may live
to see the time when it will be understood In that portion of Paris lying
TUB ORIQIHA
no-onorth of the Place de I'Opera that the
' LAXATIVE
eating of pie for breakfast Is not de
rigueur In America west of the meridian passing through Greenwich, Conn.
KONEY and
St. Louis Reoublic.
t I uuret
unppe, Astnma, Tnrocf
uoias, Uroup,
The owner of an illicit still is an
&nd Lunjr Trouble. Prevent Pneumonia and Consumption
8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG COMPANY
FOR SALE BY O.
xious to keep It quiet.
--

P. O. E. MEETS 8ECOND AND
MVormonthf I had irreafc trouble with my Rtnmteb
each and
evenings
used all kinds of medicines. My tongue has
fourth Tuesday
been u'taalhr as green as gratis, Tny breath having
hall.
C.
Visiting
RO.
a bad odor. Two weeks aeo a friend
recommended
month at
Casaarets and after using them 1 ean willingly and
any that they have entirely cured me. I
brothers are cordially Invited.. W. cheerfully
let
therefore
I
know
recommend
that
you
shall
Con- them to any one suffering from soch troubles."
M. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W.
Chas. H. Halpern, 114 B. UU St., Kew York, N. T.
,
don, secretary.

EASTERN STAR. REGULAR
fourth
and
becond
month.
each
of
evenings
Thursday
AU visiting brothers and sisters are
Invited. Mrs. Sarah . A.
. cordially
matron; Mrs. Ida
worthy
Chaffin,
'
;
Seelinger, secretary.

Chaves: county has sold its proposed
$110,000 bonds Issue ,for a new court

.

e.

.

CONTEST NOTICE. ' .
(Serial No. 06427)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 24, 1909. A sufficient contest
affidavit having been filed in this
office by Epaphras Lee Beal, contestant, against homestead .entry ' No.
14168, made May 4, 1908, for SE
Section 32, T;ownship 17 north, Range
21 east, N. M. P. meridian, by Francis J. Dorsey, conteatee, In which It
Is alleged that Francis J. Dorsey has
wholly abandoned said land for more
than six months last past, has never,
established a residence thereon and Is
not now residing upon and cultivating said land as required by law, said
parties are hereby notified to appear,
respond, and offer evidence touching
said allegation at 10 o'clock a. m. on
June 24, 1909, before Robert 1m. flL
Ross, U. S. court commissioner, at
Las Vestas. N. M. (and that final
hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a.
m. on July 6, 1909, before) tne regis
tei' and receiver at the United State
land office in Santa Fe, N. M.
The said contestant having, m a
proper affidavff filed May 4. 1909, sot
forth facts which show that after due
diligence personal service of this notice can not he made, it is hereby ordered and directed that such notice
be given by due and proper publication. Record addressi of contestee:
Watrous, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTEKO, Kegisier.

p

E. MORRISON

Civil Engineer

of

each month at Fraternal BrothefF.
M.;
Chas."
Trambley,
hood halL
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. Visinvited.
iting members cordially

THE

NEWS

NEW MEXICO

EVEN

1--

'

GEORGE

Chancellor Command-

W. D. KENNEDY.
Keeper ol Record and
Seal.

ATTORNEYS.

Mexico.

FRIDAY, JUNE 11, 1909 ?

(

B. M. Williams)

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- Office Pioneer Building, over Grand
"
'
Masons.
Regular
Leader. Rooms 3 (and 4. Phone
.iJ Arch
""
j convocation first Monday Jo
Mala 67.

EL DORADO LODGE NO.

a

Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
Phone Vega 79

DAILY OfTIC,

Summer's Call!
Do You

Hear It?

(

Mc-Kee- n,

Where Should You

1--

1

1--

3--

1--

Alaska-Yukon-Paci-

Harry Maurice.

'

V3

&

Kl

17

--

Tihifh

l.

a

TAq

I.

1

y

Li'.S VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

EIGHT

JUNE

FRIDAY,

11, 1909

CYCLONE FENCING

fateMeons

"

'

25

fd

O... ,

WdsSef

,7

W

LAS

Best and Strongest
made." Also

1.25

1.35

15c a Runnlg Foot

"Alabama Sweets"
LUDVJiG Wnt. ILFELD;

Fresh Fruits and Green Vegetables

STORE

for.; ..
for..

....84c
90c

Agents for

P N, Corsets.

Bridge Street.

V
Cfi

that the market affords, may
be had at

I:

;

The Store Tliat's Always Busy'

Saturday, June 12th,

Successor to

granted a vacation, and, with her hus
band, will likely take an outing at the
L. H. Mossiman place on the Sapello.

WEATHER REPORT

1

Use

GOODS

for Standard Patterns.

Ag-ent-

Phone Main 379

and all other

DRY

(45c

,

Cheapest.

EXCLUSIVE

For Men and Women 6 pairs guarantee hose for .. .$1.00
Colored and white Waists, worth 75c for . .
V.
White Waists, worth $1.00 for
74c

.

!j

VEGAS'

.
June 10, 1909.
Temperature Maximum, 87; miniFOR SALE
mum 39; range 48.
Heavy work, team.
12'
6
a.
sound
m.,
and young; also good family
38;
45;
m,
Humidity
6 p. m., 21; mean, 34.
i
driver. Inquire H. O. Brown ' TryiForecast Fair tonight and Satur ng Co.
:
day.
The Redraen nominated a set of ofLOCAL NEWS.
ficers at their lodge meeting last evenisg. The candidates for the several
The New Mexicans., will play a pick- positions in the civic order will be
ed up nine at the Bast Side ball voted for Friday night, June 24. ,
grounds, Sunday afternoon at 2:30.
Call up Main 276 for carnation
Sea disnlav ad inside race of Sec and other cut flowers. Floral designs
urity Brokerage Co.
made up on short notice.
Perrr
,

.

EADINO UNDERTAKERS,

ICENSED EMDALMERS

-

Our

6th Street

UEURY LEVY.

Order your cream from T. T. Turn
er.
Snaps In Reliable watches at cost
no mistake. Security Brokerage Co. v

Onion.

IVe have

exclusively the only white
funeral car in Las Vegas,
RIGHT SERVICES

-

JEWEL FntST CLASS
ANY
TIME PIECES
MAKE OR SIZE AT COST, Security
,
Brokerage Co.

at REASONABLE

PRICES

15

Phone illain 253. 625 Douglas

RELIABLE

The B. Romero Hose company will
They are .still . giving a forty-twhold tt meeting tomorrow night at
piece dinner set away at the Las Veo'clock at the fire headquarters on gas Mercantile Co's. at 2:30 every
the West side. A full attendance of Friday, Mrs. TV M. Elwood of 924
the membars is urged.
avenue, was successful in getting
a set this week. All the tickets you
Always hot water at Nolette barber now hold are still good. Come and
,
shop.
bring them with you next Friday.

-

i

o

H, O. BROWN TRADING CO.,

Til-de- n

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of F E E D

For ' Sale Nice 3 room cottage,
lots, good location, only $700. L.
Calhoun, 616 Lincoln avenue.

2
G.

DEALERS IN

ALPAI.FA, HAY ajid GRAIN,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS?'

Linoleums must have been inventfrom scrubbing
their life away in the kitchen. Cerno floor covering for the kitchWe don't handle goods we cannot tainly
en gives the everlasting satisfaction
expect to wear up to guarantee, Sec- that linoleum does.
Remember our
urity Brokerage Co.
V
full line of linoleums at moderate
F. J. Gehring,
Douglas
The BIJdu Theatre will be opened prices.
avenue.
14th
the
with
June
Monday evening,
best moving pictures by A. M. Dettel-bacPUBLIC SALE
manager opera house, Santa Fe. )

Phone' 131,

ed to save women

NICE

A

for

of

tls,

The First National Bank

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Cashier.
Ass't Cashier.

Ripe,

:

and

Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.76
per ton just what you want for cookjng,

Luscious

Free from Slate or Slack

D. W. CONDON
Foot Main St

Our first car from

Texas arrives
today.

Fino

I. H. STEARHS

Grocer.

n&iivo VcalJ

;

'(wlDLJu C 1 L J cJu,
.

.

,

'

'j

'';

;

L

JlJu

Crcszrs, EyicZcro nr.d EzZcro

Cu

rr'
7

SEE SOUTH WINDOW.)

per ' hundred
44

40c
50cl
75c

44

44

5

4

4

'

Webb

--

,

Seventh street.

NOTICE
I will

20c

- McGuIre &
Phone Main 227 A. ; ;

not be responsible for
-

Suits for

ac-

counts contracted by Mrs. J. M.
after his date.
J. M. RUSSELL.

If you liketo wear clothes that

All Aboard for Harvey's!
v
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
lng returns following Friday. Leavt
orders at Murphey's or IL O. Brown
Trading Co's.

on, some of

are just a little different than the
rest, jon want to look at, and

trj

Suits made by

at my
Sunny Brook ranch, formerly known
'
as Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T. TURNER.

Carnations, 50 dozen." ,
6weet Peasr 60c hundred.
Daisies, 60c hundred.

-

Hert Scboffoer

&

A' lot

new ideas

you.

of Smart

in :

'

The new fabrics are exceptional- ly beautifully.

,

at

,

The Eosloa Clothing

Las Vegas Greenhouses
FEKRV ONION. Prep. Phone Main 276

our latest variety

these Suits will certainly
please

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.; Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

Bay Flowers. While Tbey Are Cheap."

r

Panho r.Zztn 13
I

:

NO FISHING.
No fishing will be allowed

Kansas City and Kstlvo
Esssf and imlutton
Give us your.-orde-

523

Cream of the
Season.

CRYSTAL ICE CO..
',

.

THE COFFEE MAN"

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. 44
44
200 to 1,000 lbs. 44
50 to ,200 lbs.-.- ":
"
44
Less than. 50 lbs. 44

106.

'

Boucher's

THE HYGEIA ICE

ON TRIAL

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.

v

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES :

.We want to. loan you an electric
fiat iron on 30 days' trial. Phone Main

-

On Domestic Coal,

.

The' undersigned will pay one hundred dollars reward for information
which will identify parties who sold
three piece" of carpet on. Fifth street
'
about October A. D. 1908.
MRS. T. G. FARNHAM, mother.
MRS. FREDERICK FARHNAM, wife.

Red,

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

fine

REWARD

v

OF LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO.

MONEY SAVED

Jolm il. Papeii,

and

v

just received

516-51- 8

-

Phone Slam SI

PICKLESF

,;

he

If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being- a success
financially.
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

VJo Jduo

Sour

'

Colii You Save Money?

'1

Saturday

Sweet,

arid Dill

I you want to know whether you are dee- tined to be a success or failure financially,
,
you can easily find out.

?.

LI Specials

We loan money at 6 per cent per L'jace, 3 mhesViorth of city on Mora
annum on real estate security. Long rxad, on Saturday, June 12 at 10' o'- time and easy payments, can be paid chy, the following lot of household
off before maturity.' Address Box 283. gfJds and kltche11 furniture: 2 bed
which is a $75
rjgm suites, one
1 one took case and desk VUT1- Linoleums must have been invent
tw aia t.lt J trOA onH atio nlann
ed to save women from Bcrnbbi
.
"Chief National range
JltcauVin-tkltohon-their life away
hot
kitctwater
front, one kitchen cab-an- d
4
floor
for
no
the
covering
talnly
.;
other
things too numerous
en gives the everlasting satisfaction
our
that linoleum does. Remember
full line of, linoleums at moderate t I size, one Jersey cow will be
li in July and a lot of farming
GROCER AND BUTCHER.
Douglas it
prices.. F. J. Gehring,
consisting of one Disc with
avenue.
Pbone 144 and 145
seeder attachment, one Drag harrow,
Mrs. T. C. Lipsett, a btenographer itc. Also one, two horse wagon
and typewriter employed In the office (John Deere) as good as new and one FOR RENT Good pasture with plenof the district court clerk; has been set of wagon harness, one Surrey with
ty of good water. Mrs. Green.
both pole and shafts, one set of single
harness as good as new and two sadStraight Guggenheim rye served
dles. Terms of sale cash. ,
Water-melons
over the bar at the Antlers. ; V
N. E. RIERSON.

A Simple Test

(

.

Phone Main 85

'

516-51- 8

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Get Our Prices before buyimr.
,

Bridge Sireet

fcsc

M. GR.EENBERGER.
Copyright

1

909 by Hart SchaSncr & Marx

Proprietor.

